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1Complete and Interpretable Conformance
Checking of Business Processes
Luciano Garcı´a-Ban˜uelos, Nick R.T.P. van Beest, Marlon Dumas and Marcello La Rosa
Abstract—This article presents a method for checking the conformance between an event log capturing the actual execution of a
business process, and a model capturing its expected or normative execution. Given a business process model and an event log, the
method returns a set of statements in natural language describing the behavior allowed by the process model but not observed in the
log and vice versa. The method relies on a unified representation of process models and event logs based on a well-known model of
concurrency, namely event structures. Specifically, the problem of conformance checking is approached by folding the input event log
into an event structure, unfolding the process model into another event structure, and comparing the two event structures via an
error-correcting synchronized product. Each behavioral difference detected in the synchronized product is then verbalized as a natural
language statement. An empirical evaluation shows that the proposed method scales up to real-life datasets while producing more
concise and higher-level difference descriptions than state-of-the-art conformance checking methods.
Index Terms—process mining, conformance checking, process model, event log, event structure, Petri net.
F
1 INTRODUCTION
P ROCESS mining [1] is a family of methods concernedwith the analysis of event logs produced by software
systems that support the execution of business processes.
Process mining methods allow analysts to understand how
a business process is actually executed, and to detect and
analyze deviations with respect to performance objectives
or normative pathways.
The main input of a process mining method is an event
log of a business process. An event log is a set of traces,
each consisting of the sequence of event records produced by
one execution of the process (a.k.a. a case). An event in a
trace denotes the start, end, abortion or other relevant state
change of a task. As a minimum, an event record contains
a timestamp, an identifier of the case to which the event
refers, and an event class, that is, a reference to a task in the
process under observation.
This article is concerned with a recurrent process mining
operation, namely business process conformance checking [1].
Given an event log recording the actual execution of a
business process, and given a process model capturing its
expected or normative executions, the goal of conformance
checking is to pinpoint and to describe any differences
between the behavior observed in the event log and the
behavior captured in the process model.
Previous approaches to business process conformance
checking are designed to identify the number and the lo-
cation of the differences between the model and the traces
in the log, rather than providing a diagnosis that would
allow analysts to understand these differences. For example,
these approaches can identify that there is a state in the
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process model where the model has additional behavior not
observed in the log, but without describing this additional
behavior. Similarly, these approaches can find points in a
trace where the behavior observed in the trace deviates from
the model, but without explaining what behavior the trace
has that the model does not.
This article addresses these limitations by proposing a
method for business process conformance checking that: (i)
identifies all differences between the behavior in the model
and the behavior in the log; and (ii) describes each difference
via a natural language statement capturing task occurrences,
behavioral relations or repeated behavior captured in the
model but not observed in the log, or vice-versa.
The method relies on a well-known model of concur-
rency, namely prime event structures, extended with a no-
tion of “repeated behavior”. In this context, event structures
serve as a unified representation of the input process model
and the event log [2]. In other words, both the input process
model and the event log are transformed into event struc-
tures. The two resulting event structures are then compared
via an error-correcting (partial) synchronized product that
identifies all the behavioral differences between model and
log. This synchronized product is used as a basis for enu-
merating the behavioral differences and verbalizing them as
natural language statements. The choice of event structures
is driven by the fact that they allow us to characterize
the detected differences in terms of behavioral relations
corresponding to well-accepted elementary workflow pat-
terns [3], namely causality (sequence pattern), concurrency
(parallel split & syncronization patterns), conflict (exclusive
choice and merge patterns) and repetition (cycles).
As a running example, Fig 1 presents a model of a loan
application process using the Business Process Model and
Notation (BPMN). The process starts with the receipt of
a loan application. Two tasks are performed in parallel –
“Check credit history” and “Check income sources”. Next
the application is assessed, leading to two possible branches.
2In one branch, a credit offer is made to the customer and
the process ends. In the other, a negative decision is com-
municated to the customer. In some cases, the customer is
asked to provide additional information. Once the customer
provides this information, the application is assessed again.
Consider now a log {ABCDEH, ACBDEH, ABDEH,
ABCDFH, ACBDFH, ABDFH} where, for convenience,
traces are represented as words over the single-letter labels
A-H shown in the top-right corner of each model element
in Fig 1. Given this log, the proposed method identifies the
following differences: (i) task C is optional in the log; (ii)
the cycle including IGDF is not observed in the log. The
first statement characterizes the behavior observed in the
log but not in the model, while the second characterizes the
behavior captured in the model but not observed in the log.
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Fig. 1: Example: loan application process model
The rest of the article is structured as follows. Sec-
tion 2 discusses previous work on conformance checking.
Section 3 introduces event structures so as to make the
article self-contained. Section 4 gives an overview of the
proposed conformance checking method, which relies on
the construction of event structures from process models
and from event logs (Section 5), a partially synchronized
product of event structures (Section 6) and a method for
extracting and verbalizing differences from the partially
synchronized product (Section 7). Finally, Section 8 presents
an empirical evaluation while Section 9 summarizes the
contributions and outlines directions for future work.
2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
The purpose of conformance checking is to identify two
types of discrepancies:
1) Unfitting log behavior: behavior observed in the log
that is not allowed by the model.
2) Additional model behavior: behavior allowed in the
model but never observed in the log.
The identification of unfitting log behavior has been
approached using two types of methods: replay and trace
alignment.
Replay methods take as input one trace at a time and
determine the maximal prefix of the trace (if any) that can
be parsed by the model. When it is found that a prefix
can no longer be parsed by the model, this “parsing error”
is corrected either by skipping the event and continuing
with the next one, or by changing the state of execution
of the process model to one where the event in question
can be replayed. A representative replay method is token
fitness [4], which replays each trace in the log against the
process model (represented as a Petri net) and identifies two
types of errors: (i) missing tokens: how many times a token
needs to be added to a place in the Petri net in order to
correct a replay (parsing) error; and (ii) remaining tokens: how
many tokens remain in the Petri net once a trace has been
fully replayed. De Medeiros [5] proposed two extensions
of this technique: continuous parsing and improved continuous
semantics fitness. These extensions rely on the same principle,
but they sacrifice completeness of the output in order to gain
in performance. Another extended replay method has been
proposed by vanden Broucke et al. [6]. This method starts
by decomposing the process model into single-entry single-
exit (SESE) regions, so that the replay can be done on each
region separately. This decomposition allows the replay to
be performed independently in each region, thus making
it more scalable and suitable for real-time conformance
analysis. It also produces more localized feedback, since
each replay error can be traced back to a specific region. An
analysis of different approaches to decompose the model
into regions for the purpose of measuring unfitting log
behavior is provided in [7].
A general limitation of replay methods is that error
recovery is performed locally each time that an error is
encountered. Hence, these methods might not identify the
minimum number of errors that can explain the unfitting
log behavior. This limitation is addressed by trace alignment
fitness [8], [9]. This latter method identifies, for each trace
in the log, the closest corresponding trace parsed by the
model and computes an alignment showing the points of
divergence between these two traces. The output is a set of
pairs of “aligned traces”. Each pair shows a trace in the log
that does not match exactly a trace in the model, together
with the corresponding closest trace(s) produced by the
model. For example given the model shown in Fig. 1 and
log {ABCDEH, ACBDEH, ABDEH, ABCDFH, ACBDFH,
ABDFH}, trace alignment produces two aligned traces: one
between trace ABDEH of the log and trace ABCDEH of the
model; and another between trace ABDFH of the log and
trace ABCDFH of the model. From this, the user needs to
infer that the unfitting log behavior is that task C is optional
in the log but always executed in the model.
The number of aligned traces produced by the above
method is often too large to be explored exhaustively. Vi-
sualizations are proposed to cope with large sets of aligned
traces. Fundamentally though, the limitation of trace align-
ment fitness (also shared with replay methods) is that it
identifies differences at the level of individual traces rather
than at the level of behavioral relations observed in the log
but not captured in the model.
Approaches to identify additional behavior include
those based on negative events and those based on prefix
automata. An exemplar of the former approach is negative
event precision [10]. This approach works by inserting in-
existent (so-called negative) events to enhance the traces in
the log. A negative event is inserted after a given prefix
of a trace if this event is never observed preceded by that
prefix anywhere in the log. For example, if event c is never
observed after prefix ab, then c can be inserted as a negative
event after ab. The traces extended with negative events are
then replayed on the model. If the model can parse some of
the negative events, it means that the model has additional
behavior. This approach to detect additional behavior is
however heuristic: it does not guarantee that all additional
3behavior is identified. An extension of this approach [11]
addresses its scalability limitations and can also better deal
with noisy logs, but again it does not guarantee that all
additional behavior is identified.
An approach to detect the presence of additional model
behavior based on prefix automata is outlined in [12]. The
first step in this approach is to generate a prefix automaton
that fully represents the entire log. Each state in this automa-
ton corresponds to a unique trace prefix. For each state Sa
in the automaton, the corresponding trace prefix is replayed
in the model in order to identify a matching state Sm in the
model. The set of tasks enabled in Sm is then determined.
If there is a task enabled in state Sm in the model but not
in state Sa in the automaton, this is marked as additional
model behavior by adding a so-called “escaping edge” to
state Sa of the automaton. This edge is labelled with the
task in question and considered as a sink state in the au-
tomaton. The edge represents the fact that in state Sa, there
is additional behavior in the model that is not observed in
the log. This basic approach suffers from two limitations:
(i) it cannot handle tasks with duplicate labels in the model
nor tasks without labels (so-called invisible tasks), which are
needed to capture decisions based on the evaluation of data
conditions; and (ii) it assumes that all traces in the log fit the
model. These limitations are addressed in [13]. The idea of
this latter approach is to first calculate an alignment between
the traces in the log and traces in the model, using the trace
alignment technique mentioned above. This leads to a log
with aligned traces, which include invisible tasks. These
aligned traces and any prefix thereof can always be replayed
by the model. The prefix automaton is then computed from
the model-projection of the aligned traces rather than from
the original traces. The automaton is then used to detect
“escaping edges” in the same way as described above.
The approaches described in [12] and [13] are able to
pinpoint states in the model where behavior is allowed that
is not present in the log. However, they cannot characterize
the additional allowed behavior, beyond stating that the
additional behavior starts with the execution of a given task.
For example, given the model in Fig. 1 and log {ABCDEH,
ACBDEH, ABDEH, ABCDFH, ACBDFH, ABDFH}, these
approaches identify an escape edge after a prefix in the
automaton that finishes with “Notify Rejection”. However,
they do not detect that there is repetitive behavior in the
model whereas there is no such repeating behavior in the log
(e.g. in the model task “Assess application” can be repeated
whereas this repetition is not observed in the log).
In summary, existing approaches to detect unfitting
log behavior operate at the level of individual traces and
hence provide low-level feedback (parsing errors on pairs of
aligned traces). Meanwhile, approaches to detect additional
model behavior are able to pinpoint the presence of addi-
tional behavior but cannot describe it. In particular, they are
not able to detect where the additional behavior ends. The
method proposed in this article addresses these limitations
by detecting all unfitting and additional behavior and de-
scribing it in terms of events (tasks) and relations captured
in the model but not observed in the log and vice-versa.
We previously sketched the idea of using event struc-
tures for conformance checking in an extended abstract [14].
The present article develops this idea in detail with defini-
tions and algorithms, and provides an empirical evaluation.
3 EVENT STRUCTURES
A Prime Event Structure (PES) [15] is a graph of events,
where an event e represents the occurrence of an action (e.g.
a task) in the modeled system (e.g. a business process). If a
task occurs multiple times in an execution, each occurrence
is represented by a different event. The order of occurrence
of events is defined via three binary relations: i) Causality
(e < e′) indicates that event e is a prerequisite for e′;
ii) Conflict (e#e′) implies that e and e′ cannot occur in the
same execution; iii) Concurrency (e ‖ e′) indicates that no
order can be established between e and e′. Formally:
Definition 1. A Labeled Prime Event Structure is the tuple E =
(E,≤,#, λ) where E is the set of events, ≤ ⊆ E × E is
a partial order, referred to as causality, # ⊆ E × E is an
irreflexive, symmetric relation, referred to as conflict, and
λ : E → L∪ {τ} is a labeling function.
The irreflexive version of causality is denoted as <. The
concurrency relation, in turn, can be derived from causal-
ity and conflict relations, i.e. ‖ , E×E\(< ∪ <−1 ∪#).
Moreover, conflict is “inherited” via the causality rela-
tion, i.e. e#e′ ∧ e′ ≤ e′′ ⇒ e#e′′ for e, e′, e′′ ∈ E.
Fig. 2 presents a variant of the process model introduced
in Fig. 11 and its corresponding PES E1. In the PES, nodes
are labelled by an event identifier and a task label, e.g.
“e2:C” tells us that event e2 represents an occurrence of
task “C”. For brevity, we will often omit the event label.
We distinguish between observable and silent (or τ ) events.
In the following, we write C|λ to denote the restriction
of configuration C to its subset of observable events, i.e.
C|λ , {e ∈ C | λ(e) 6= τ}. Causal dependencies are drawn
as solid arcs, whereas conflict relations as dotted edges. In
order to simplify the graphical representation of an event
structure, transitive causal and hereditary conflict relations
are not drawn. Every two events that appear neither directly
nor transitively connected are considered to be concurrent.
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Fig. 2: Sample process model and event structure
An execution context (i.e. a “state”) in an event structure
is described in terms of sets of events that can occur together
in an execution of the underlying system. Such a set of
events is called a configuration. Formally, we say that a set of
events C ⊆ E is a configuration iff (i) C is causally closed:
for each event e ∈ C , the configuration C also contains all
causal predecessors of e, i.e. ∀e′ ∈ E, e ∈ C : e′ ≤ e⇒ e′ ∈
C , and (ii) C is conflict free: C does not contain any pair
1. In this variant of the process, task C can be skipped – e.g. “Check
income sources” may not be required for existing customers – and
applicants cannot request for reviewing a rejected application.
4of events in mutual conflict, i.e. ∀e, e′ ∈ C ⇒ ¬(e#e′). An
event e is an extension of a configuration C , denoted C ⊕ e,
if and only if C ∪ {e} is also a configuration. We denote by
F(E) the set of all the configurations of E and by Fm(E) the
set of configurations that are maximal with respect to set
inclusion. Moreover, we define the concept of set of possible
extensions of a configuration C as PE(C) , {e | C ⊕ e}.
For example, let C1 be the set of events {e0, e1} –
highlighted in Fig. 2(b). Intuitively, the configuration C1
of E1 represents the state of computation in which tasks
“A” and “B” have occurred. Moreover, given the config-
uration C1 we say that the computation can evolve by
executing an event from the set {e2, e3}, given that this
set of events corresponds to the possible extensions of
C1, that is PE(C1). Now, if consider the occurrence event
e3, we would have to consider a new configuration, say
C2 = {e0, e1, e3}, which we can also denote as C1⊕e3. Note
that in context of configuration C2 the occurrence of e2 is no
longer possible because the event e3 is in conflict with e2.
Finally, in this same example the set of maximal configu-
rations is Fm(E1) = {{e0, e1, e3, e5, e9}, {e0, e1, e3, e6, e10},
{e0, e1, e2, e4, e7, e11}, {e0, e1, e2, e4, e8, e12}}.
We use the term local configuration of an event e to refer
to dee , {e′ | e′ ≤ e}, and the term strict causes of an
event to refer to de) , dee \ {e}. Finally, we say that events
e1 and e2 are in immediate conflict, denoted e1#µe2, if and
only if e1#e2 and they are both possible extensions of the
same configurations. Formally, the latter property can be
verified by checking if de1) ∪ de2e and de1e ∪ de2) are both
configurations or not.
4 CONFORMANCE CHECKING METHOD
The proposed method takes as input a process model cap-
tured in the standard BPMN language and an event log
(cf. Fig. 3). In order to leverage Petri net-based techniques
for constructing event structures, the input process model
is first converted into a Petri net using the transformation
proposed in [16]. The resulting Petri net is then unfolded
into a prime event structure (cf. PESm in Fig. 3) using Petri
net unfolding techniques [17]. Each event in the resulting
PES corresponds to an occurrence of a task in the input
process model. The procedure for constructing an event
structure from a Petri net is further outlined in Section 5.1.
Event log
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Fig. 3: Overall view of the method
Meanwhile, the input event log is transformed into
another prime event structure (cf. PESl in Fig. 3) by first
transforming the set of traces in the log into a set partially-
ordered runs and then “prefix-merging” the resulting set of
runs. The procedure for constructing an event structure from
a log is elaborated upon in Section 5.2.
Given the prime event structures PESm and PESl ob-
tained from the model and the log respectively, we compute
a so-called Partially Synchronized Product (PSP) of the two
event structures. In a nutshell, a PSP is a representation
of a synchronized traversal of two input PESs, such that
when a discrepancy between the PESs is detected, it is ex-
plicitly recorded and the traversal resumes from a“suitable”
configuration in each of the two PESs. The procedure for
calculating the PSP is presented in Section 6.
If two event structures PESm and PESl have a behavioral
difference of type unfitting log behavior, this difference will
be captured in a node of the PSP. Thus, we can enumerate
all unfitting log behavior by traversing their PSP. To expose
additional model behavior, we define a notion of coverage
of a PES extracted from a model by a PES extracted from
a log. The parts of PESm not covered by PESl can then be
isolated and enumerated.
Differences between two event structures can be of sev-
eral types. For example, one type of difference is that a task
t is always executed according the model, but it is skipped
in some traces in the log. Another type of difference occurs
when two tasks t1 and t2 are causally related in the model
(e.g. t1 occurs always before t2), but the corresponding
events appear in any order in the log (i.e. sometimes t1
occurs before t2, sometimes the other way around). In order
to generate an interpretable difference diagnosis from the
PSP, we define a set of disjoint and complete mismatch
patterns, as well as rules to verbalize each mismatch pattern
as a natural language statement. The patterns and their
verbalization are presented in Section 7.
5 CONSTRUCTION OF EVENT STRUCTURES
This section shows how event structure are derived from a
Petri net on the one hand, and from an event log on the
other.
5.1 From Petri nets to PES
A Petri net is a bipartite graph, consisting of transitions
(rectangles), places (hollow circles), tokens (filled circles)
and arcs. A transition represents a system action (e.g. a
task). Each transition has a set of input places and a set
of output places. At a given point in the execution of a Petri
net, a place can hold a number of tokens. The distribution
of tokens across places on the net is called a net marking.
A transition is enabled and can “fire” when all its input
places has at least one token. When a transition fires, one
token is removed from each input place and one token is
put into each output place. A Petri net is called safe iff in
every possible marking each place holds at most one token.
Definition 2. A tuple (P, T, F, λ) is a labeled Petri net, where
P is a set of places, T is a set of transitions, with P ∩
T = ∅, F ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P ) is a set of arcs, and
λ : P ∪ T → L ∪ {τ} a labeling function. A net marking
M : P → N0 is a function that associates a place p ∈ P
with a natural number (viz., place tokens). A marked net
N = (P, T, F,M0) is a Petri net (P, T, F ) together with
an initial marking M0.
Fig. 4 presents a Petri net corresponding to the BPMN
process model in Fig. 2(a). Each task, start and end event is
mapped into a transition, which carries the same label as the
corresponding BPMN construct. The Petri net additionally
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Fig. 4: Petri net for BPMN model in 2(a)
contains some unlabeled transitions. These transitions cor-
respond to parallel gateways in the BPMN process model
as well as branches stemming out of decision gateways.
The materialization of gateways and decision branches as
unlabelled (a.k.a. silent or τ ) transitions is an artifact of the
transformation from BPMN to Petri nets [16]. These unla-
beled transitions will be eliminated during the construction
of the event structure as discussed later.
An alternative approach to represent the dynamics of a
system (e.g. a business process) is by means of a Petri net
that explicitly represents all partially-ordered runs of the
system. A run of a system is a partially-ordered set of events
that can occur in one execution thereof. When all the runs
are prefix-merged into a single Petri net, the latter is called a
branching process [18]. Fig. 5 presents the branching process
of the marked net in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 5: Branching process of the marked net in Fig. 4
Branching processes are intimately related with prime
event structures because they explicitly represent the same
set of behavior relations. This fact is formally captured in
the following definition.
Definition 3. Let N = (P, T, F ) be a net and x, y ∈ P ∪ T
two nodes in N .
• x and y are causal, written x <N y, iff (x, y) ∈ F+,
• x and y are in conflict, denoted x #N y, iff t, t′ ∈ T :
t 6= t′ ∧ •t ∩ •t′ 6= ∅ ∧ (t, x), (t′, y) ∈ F ∗,
• x and y are concurrent, denoted x ‖N y, iff neither x <N
y, nor y <N x, nor x#Ny.
Given with the above, an event structure can be derived
from a marked net by exploiting the fact that the config-
urations of a branching process can be mapped one-on-
one to configurations of a corresponding event structure.
Specifically, given a branching process BP = (P, T, F, λ)
of a marked net N . the event structure E of N is defined
as E(N) , (T,≤BP ∩ (T × T ),#BP ∩ (T × T ), λ|T ). The
latter definition maps both observable and silent transitions
to events in the event structure. In [19], the authors proved
that silent events can be abstracted away (i.e. removed) in
a behavior-preserving manner, under a well-known notion
of behavioral equivalence, namely visible-pomset equiva-
lence.2 The PES presented in Fig. 2(b) is the one that cor-
responds to the branching process in Fig. 6 after removing
2. This result holds on condition that every sink event in the event
structure is a labeled (non-silent) event – something that we can easily
ensure by adding (when needed) a “fake” labelled final event to the
Petri net from which the event structure is generated.
all silent events. Accordingly, in the rest of the paper we
assume, without loss of generality, that the event structures
we manipulate do not have silent transitions.
The branching process of a Petri net with cycles may be
infinite. In [17], McMillan showed that for safe nets a prefix
of a branching process fully encodes the behavior of the
original net. Such prefix of a branching process is referred
to as the complete prefix unfolding of a net. For example, the
complete prefix unfolding corresponding to the marked net
in Fig. 4 (and its branching process in Fig. 5) is given in
Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6: Complete prefix unfolding of the marked net in Fig. 4
To illustrate the intuition a complete prefix unfolding, let
us consider the local configurations dt2e = {t0:A, t1:τ, t2:τ}
and dt4e = {t0:A, t1:τ, t3:τ, t4:C}. Clearly, the “future” of
event t2, denoted dt2e⇑, is isomorphic to that of t4. Indeed,
the firing the transitions that correspond with the events in
dt2e would lead to a marking where places colored orange
and yellow in Fig. 4 would hold a token each, which would
be the same making that would produce the firing of the
transitions that correspond with set of events in dt4e. There-
fore, we can safely stop unfolding the branching process
once we reach t4:C provided that we continue unfolding
from t1:τ and onwards. In this context, the pair (t4, t2)
is called a cc-pair, standing for cutoff-corresponding pair.
Moreover, given a cc-pair (e, f) we will denote the iso-
morphism from dee⇑ to dfe⇑ by I(dee,dfe). In the graphical
representation of unfoldings and PESs (as introduced later),
a cc-pair is indicated via a dashed red arrow from the cutoff
event to the corresponding event (cf. for example the dashed
red arc between t4 and t2 in Fig. 6).
To represent the behavior speci-
g0:A
g1:B g2:τ g3:C
g4:D
g5:E g6:F
g7:H
Fig. 7: PES prefix
unfolding E2 of net
in Fig. 4
fied by a BPMN process model, we
will use the prime event structure
derived from the complete prefix un-
folding of the model’s Petri net. The
latter is herein called the PES pre-
fix unfolding of a model. The com-
putation of a PES prefix unfolding
is the same as for a regular prime
event structure except for the follow-
ing: (i) we keep track of cc-pairs, and
(ii) for convenience, we do not ab-
stract away a silent event when such
event is either a cutoff or a corresponding event. For exam-
ple, Fig. 7 presents the PES prefix unfolding corresponding
with the marked net in Fig. 4 and, hence, with the process
model in Fig. 2(a).
Reasoning about possible executions of a PES prefix
unfolding is not convenient because some configurations
are not explicitly represented. To make it more convenient
to explore the configurations of a PES prefix unfolding, we
adapt to our setting the “shift” operation on net unfoldings
6introduced in [20]. Intuitively, given a cc-pair (e, f), since
the futures of dee and dfe are isomorphic, we can “shift”
from one configuration to the other. In other words, the shift
operation is a “step” function that allows us to move from
one configuration to another. This intuition is captured in
the following definition:
Definition 4. Let (e, f) be a cc-pair of the PES prefix Ef and
I(dee,dfe) the isomorphism from dee⇑ to dfe⇑. Moreover,
let C be a configuration of E . The (e, f)-shift of C ,
denoted S(e,f)(C), is defined as follows:
S(e,f)(C) = dfe ∪ I(dee,dfe)(C \ dee)
We say that S(e,f)(C) is a backward shift iff dfe ⊂ dee,
that is, the corresponding event f is included in the local
configuration of the cutoff event e, otherwise S(e,f)(C) is
called a forward shift. Moreover, an event e is said a back-
ward cutoff event iff it entails backward shift. Intuitively, a
backward shift “moves back” to a configuration that has
already be observed in the past of the run.
With abuse of notation, we will use the following variant:
Se(C) =
{
C if e is not cutoff event
S(e,corr(e))(C) otherwise
Consider for example configuration C1 =
{g0:A, g1:B, g3:C} of event structure E2 in Fig. 7. C1
contains the cutoff event g3, which is associated with the
cc-pair (g3, g2). Given that S(g3,g2)(C1) = {g0:A, g1:B, g2:τ},
we infer that g2:D is a possible extension of C1.
Esparza [20] shows that any property that holds over a
branching process (and thus over a full PES) also holds on its
prefix unfolding by applying a sequence of shift operators.
In other words, if we wish to compare a full PES with
a PES prefix unfolding, we can apply shift operations on
the PES prefix in order to materialize behavior that is not
explicitly represented. This latter observation is used later
when simultaneously traversing a PES prefix derived from
a process model and a full PES derived from an event log.
The extraction of a complete prefix unfolding from a
Petri net (and the size of the prefix unfolding itself) is
exponential on the size of the net [20]. This entails in turn
that the derivation of the event structure from an input
BPMN model is worst-case exponential.
5.2 From log to PES
In previous work [21], we presented a method to generate
a PES from an event log. The method consists of two steps.
First the event log, seen as a set of traces, is transformed
into a set of partially-ordered runs by invoking a concurrency
oracle, that is a function that given a log returns a set of pairs
of event labels that are in a concurrency relation. Each trace
is turned into a run by relaxing the total order induced by
the trace into a partial order such that two events are not
causally related if the concurrency oracle has determined
that they occur concurrently. The choice of concurrency
oracle is left open. Existing concurrency oracles such as
those proposed in the α+ process mining algorithm [22] or
in [23] can be used for this purpose.
Second, the set of runs are merged into an event structure
in a lossless manner, meaning that the set of maximal con-
figurations of the resulting event structure is exactly equal
to the set of runs. In this way and modulo the accuracy of
the concurrency oracle, we ensure that the resulting event
structure is a lossless representation of the input log.
Trace Ref N
A B C D E H t1 3
A B C D F H t2 3
A C B D E H t3 2
A C B D F H t4 2
A B D E H t5 3
A B D F H t6 3
(a) Event log
a0:A
a1:B a2:C
a3:D
a4:E
a5:H
b0:A
b1:B b2:C
b3:D
b4:F
b5:H
c0:A
c1:B
c2:D
c3:E
c4:H
d0:A
d1:B
d2:D
d3:E
d4:H
(b) Runs
{a0, b0, c0, d0}:A
{a1, b1, c1, d1}:B {a2, b2}:C
{c2, d2}:D {a3, b3}:D
{c3}:E {d3}:F {a4}:E {b4}:F
{c4}:H {d4}:H {a5}:H {b5}:H
(c) Induced PES
Fig. 8: Example of construction of a PES from a set of traces
For example, consider the log given in Fig. 8(a). This
event log consists of 16 traces, including 3 instances of
distinct trace t1 (as specified in column “N”), 3 instances
of t2, so on and so forth. Using the concurrency oracle of
the α+ algorithm we conclude that event classes B and C
are concurrent, thus we construct the set of runs in Fig. 8(b).
In this latter figure, the notation e:A indicates that event
e represents an occurrence of event class A in the original
log. By merging together events with the same label and the
same history (i.e. same prefix), we obtain the PES in Fig. 8(c).
In this figure, the notation {e1, e2 . . . ei}:A indicates that
events {e1, e2 . . . ei} represent occurrences of event class A
in different runs.
For a detailed presentation of the algorithms for trans-
forming traces into runs and merging runs into event
structures, the reader is referred to [21]. This latter paper
also shows that the complexity of this transformation is
O(|σm|3), where |σm| is the length of the longest trace in
the event log.
6 PARTIALLY SYNCHRONIZED PRODUCT (PSP)
The Partially Synchronized Product (PSP) of two event struc-
tures [19] is a state machine in which the states correspond
to pairs of configurations visited during an error-correcting
synchronized traversal of the two input event structures,
starting from their empty configurations and ending with all
pairs of maximal configurations of the two event structures.
A technique for constructing a PSP of two acyclic PESs
(without cc-pairs) has been proposed in [19]. In this section,
we extend the notion of PSP and the PSP construction
technique proposed in [19] in order to handle the case where
one of the input event structures is the PES prefix of a
process model (and thus contains cc-pairs), and the other is
a PES derived from an event log as discussed in Section 5.2.
7a0:A
a1:B
a2:C
(a) Ea
b0:A b1:B
b2:C
(b) Eb
Fig. 9: Sample PES
To illustrate the notion of PSP,
consider the pair of event struc-
tures shown in Fig. 9. The syn-
chronized product starts with the
empty configurations. In this initial
state, events a0 from Ea and b0 and
b1 from Eb are enabled. Since a0
and b0 carry the same label (i.e.
A), an event match is asserted in
the PSP via a so-called “match”
operation. This operation leads to a state corresponding to
the pair of configurations containing the occurrences of a0
and b0. In this state of the PSP, events a1 from Ea and b1
from Eb are enabled. Although events a1 and b1 carry the
same label (i.e. B), they cannot be matched because of the
discrepancy in the causal relation of the PESs: in Ea it holds
that a0 < a1 whereas in Eb it holds that b0 ‖ b1. In other
words, there is an error in the synchronized simulation of
the two event structures. To recover from this error, events
a1 and b1 are declared as “hidden” in the PSP and the syn-
chronized simulation can proceed. This example illustrates
two requirements for two events to be matched in the PSP,
namely that an event matching must be label preserving (i.e.
both events must have the same label) and order-preserving
(i.e. event matchings in the PSP are consistent with the
causal relation of the input PESs).
Cl = ∅, ξ = ∅
Cr = ∅, Ĉr = ∅
Cl = {a0}, ξ = {(a0, b0)A}
Cr = {b0}, Ĉr = {b0}
Cl = {a0}, ξ = ∅
Cr = ∅, Ĉr = ∅
Cl = {a0, a1}, ξ = {(a0, b0)A}
Cr = {b0}, Ĉr = {b0}
Cl = {a0, a1}, ξ = {(a1, b1)B}
Cr = {b1}, Ĉr = {b1}
Cl = {a0, a1}, ξ = {(a0, b0)A}
Cr = {b0, b1}, Ĉr = {b0, b1}
Cl = {a0, a1}, ξ = {(a1, b1)B}
Cr = {b0, b1}, Ĉr = {b0, b1}
Cl = {a0, a1, a2}, ξ = {(a0, b0)A, (a2, b2)C}
Cr = {b0, b1, b2}, Ĉr = {b0, b1, b2}
Cl = {a0, a1, a2}, ξ = {(a1, b1)B, (a2, b2)C}
Cr = {b0, b1, b2}, Ĉr = {b0, b1, b2}
σ0 =
σ1 =
match (A)
lhide (a1:B)
rhide (b1:B)
match (C)
lhide (a0:A)
match (B)
rhide (b0:A)
match (C)
rhide (b0:A)
rhide (b1:B)
Fig. 10: Fragment of the PSP of Ea and Eb
Fig. 10 presents a fragment of the PSP of event structures
Ea and Eb shown in Fig. 9. In the general case, the PSP of
a pair of event structures is not commutative. Therefore, we
fix the following convention: the left-hand side PES is the
one that derived from an event log, while the PES derived
from a process model is always at the right hand side.
Correspondingly, we use “lhide” to denote the hiding of an
event from the PES at the left-hand side and “rhide” when
the hidden event comes from the other PES.
Note that the fragment of the PSP shown in Fig. 10 has
two branches. The leaf state in each brach corresponds to
states that can no longer be extended, because they state
refers to maximal configurations. Informally, the left-hand
side branch states that, without considering the occurrence
of events a1 and b1, in both PESs we observe the execution
of a task A followed by the execution C. If we consider
the other branch, we would have a somehow symmetric
conclusion. We note also that we could also find in the PSP
a sequence of PSP operations hiding all the events from both
event structures. However, such sequence would be not be
informative. Instead, we are interested only in sequences of
PSP operations that maximize the number of event matches
or, symmetrically minimize the number of hide operations,
which we will call optimal event matchings.
From a conceptual point of view, a PSP is a directed
acyclic graph. A node in a PSP represents a state in the
synchronized simulation. An arc in a PSP, on the other hand,
represents a transition between states in the simulation and
is labeled by the type of operation that was used in the
transition. Formally, a PSP is denoted as a tuple (Σ, OP,A),
where Σ is a set of states; OP is the set of operations in a
PSP, i.e. OP , {match, lhide, rhide}; and A ⊆ Σ×OP × Σ
is the set of directed arcs.A state in the PSP stores the
configurations of the input event structures, as a way to
keep track of the moves in the synchronized simulation.
Given a pair of event structures E l and Er, a state σ ∈ Σ
of a PSP is defined as a tuple (Cl, ξ, Cr, Ĉr). There, Cl
and Ĉr represent configurations from F(E l) and F(Er),
respectively. Since Er is a PES prefix, Ĉr may be the result
of a shift operation. In the tuple, Cr is a multiset of events
from Er , which records not only the set of events but also
the number of event occurrences during the synchronized
simulation. Finally, ξ ⊆ E(E l) × E(Er) holds a set of
event pairs, representing the event matches that have been
observed in a path from the root state of the PSP to state σ.
We approached the problem of computing the set of
optimal event matchings in the PSP with Algorithm 1, which
is based on the well-known A* heuristic search [24].The
problem at hand can be naturally mapped into a multi-
objective heuristic search. However, as for other domains,
the memory requirements of a multi-objective approach
are high. As a result, Algorithm 1 is designed as a single-
objective heuristic search, which matches one maximal con-
figuration from the event log at a time. The result of this
algorithm is later combined to produce the entire PSP. With
abuse of notation, we use C e−→ C ′ to denote the extension
of the configuration C with event e, such that C ′ = C ⊕ e.
Given two event structures E l and Er, and a maximal
configuration Clm of E l, Algorithm 1 proceeds as follows. It
starts by considering the root state (all configurations are
set to empty set) in line 2 and enters a while loop in line 4,
which will be repeated as long as there is an unprocessed
state in OPEN. In line 5, a state σ is taken from OPEN such
that σ has minimum cost ϕ. The cost function ϕ will be
discussed later. In lines 8-12, the algorithm identifies the set
of event matches. To this end, given the configurations Cl
and Ĉr in the state σ, we iterate over the set of possible
extensions for both configurations. When a pair of events
is found to be label-preserving and order-preserving, a new
state σ′ is instantiated and an arc (σ,match, σ′) is added to
the PSP in line 10. Label preservation is straightforwardly
checked by comparing the event labels, i.e. λl(e) = λr(f).
Order preservation, on the other hand, is checked by calling
the function FINDCAUSALINC: this function returns ⊥ a
pair of events is found order-preserving in state σ. The
function FINDCAUSALINC will be further discussed later
in this Section. Then, the new state σ′ is added to OPEN.
Note that the configuration Ĉr
′
is updated accordingly (i.e.
it is shifted) when the event f is a cutoff event. Then, a
8Algorithm 1 Partially synchronised product
1: function BUILDPSP(El, Er , Clm)
2: OPEN← {(∅, ∅, ∅, ∅)}
3: Initialize PSP
4: while OPEN 6= ∅ do
5: Choose σ = (Cl, ξ, Cr, Ĉr) ∈ OPEN, with min. ϕ(σ,Clm)
6: OPEN← OPEN \ {σ}
7: return (PSP, σ) if Cl ∈ Fm(El) ∧ Ĉr ∈ Fm(Er)
8: for each
 Cl e−→ Cl′, Ĉr f−→ Ĉr′, s.t.e ∈ Clm ∧ λl(e) = λr(f) ∧
FINDCAUSALINC(PSP, σ, e, f) = ⊥
 do
9: σ′ ← (Cl′, ξ ∪ {(e, f)}, Cr ∪ {f},Sf (Ĉr′))
10: ADDARC(PSP, (σ, “match”, σ′))
11: PUSH(OPEN, σ′)
12: end for
13: for each Cl e−→ Cl′, s.t. e ∈ Clm do
14: σ′ ← (Cl′, ξ, Cr, Ĉr)
15: ADDARC(PSP, (σ, “lhide”, σ′))
16: PUSH(OPEN, σ′)
17: end for
18: for each Ĉr
f−→ Ĉr′ do
19: σ′ ← (Cl, ξ, Cr ∪ {f},Sf (Ĉr′))
20: ADDARC(PSP, (σ, “rhide”, σ′))
21: PUSH(OPEN, σ′)
22: end for
23: end while
24: end function
hide operation is processed, i.e. a new state and an arc are
added to the PSP, for each possible extension found in the
configuration Cl (lines 13-17) and Cr (lines 18-22). Note that
we restrict the processing of events from E l to those that are
part of Clm. This is done by checking f ∈ Clm in lines 8 and
13. In this way, the search is explicitly directed to find an
optimal matching for Clm. Moreover, the algorithm will stop
in line 7 when it first reaches a state where Clm has been
matched.
We now turn our attention to the problem of checking if
a candidate event match is order-preserving or not. One of
the key difficulties in this context is to properly consider the
shift operations that have occurred in the path that leads to
a given state in the PSP. Algorithm 2 provides a solution to
this problem.
Algorithm 2 Find causally inconsistent events in the PSP
w.r.t. a given pair of events
1: function FINDCAUSALINC(PSP, σ, e, f )
2: cutoffs← ∅
3: while ∃(σpred, op, σ) ∈ A(PSP) do
4: (e′, f ′)← GETDELTAEVENTS(σ, σpred)
5: if f ′ is cutoff event then
6: cutoffs← cutoff ◦ f ′
7: f ← I−1f ′ [f ]
8: end if
9: if op is “match” then
10: return (e, e′, f, f ′, cutoffs) if ¬(e′ < e⇔ f ′ < f)
11: end if
12: σ ← σpred
13: end while
14: return ⊥
15: end function
The algorithm backward-traverses the PSP from a given
state to the root state, checking if the input pair of events are
causally consistent with the matched events as recorded in
a path of the PSP. If a pair of events is found that is causally
inconsistent, the algorithm returns a tuple containing the
input events (possibly updated to compensate the effect
of shift operations), the causally inconsistent events, and
the sequence of cutoff events that are traversed during the
search. This algorithm is used later in the characterization
of behavior mismatches as explained in Section 7.
c0:A
c1:D c4:G
c2:E
c3:F c5:H
c6:I
(a) Ec
d0:A
d1:B d2:G d3:D
d4:C d5:H d6:H d7:E
d9:F d8:τ
d10:I
(b) Ed
A
B D G
C E H
F
I
(c)
Fig. 11: Sample PESs (Ed is the PES prefix of (c))
Cl = ∅, ξ = ∅
Cr = ∅, Ĉr = ∅
Cl = {c0}, ξ = {(c0, d0)A}
Cr = {d0}, Ĉr = {d0}
Cl = {c0, c1}, ξ = {(c0, d0)A, (c1, d3)D}
Cr = {d0, d3}, Ĉr = {d0, d3}
Cl = {c0, c1, c2}, ξ = {(c0, d0)A, (c1, d3)D, (c2, d7)E}
Cr = {d0, d3, d7}, Ĉr = {d0, d1, d4}
Cl = {c0, c1, c2, c3}, ξ = {(c0, d0)A, (c1, d3)D, (c2, d7)E, (c3, d9)F}
Cr = {d0, d3, d7, d9}, Ĉr = {d0, d1, d4, d8}
Cl = {c0, c1, c2, c3, c4}, ξ = {(c0, d0)A, (c1, d3)D, (c2, d7)E, (c3, d9)F, (c4, d2)G}
Cr = {d0, d3, d7, d9, d2}, Ĉr = {d0, d1, d4, d8, d2}
Cl = {c0, c1, c2, c3, c4, c5}, ξ = {(c0, d0)A, (c1, d3)D, (c2, d7)E, (c3, d9)F, (c4, d2)G}
Cr = {d0, d3, d7, d9, d2}, Ĉr = {d0, d1, d4, d8, d2}
Cl = {c0, c1, c2, c3, c4, c5}, ξ = {(c0, d0)A, (c1, d3)D, (c2, d7)E, (c3, d9)F, (c4, d2)G}
Cr = {d0, d3, d7, d9, d2, d5}, Ĉr = {d0, d1, d4, d8, d2, d5}
Cl = {c0, c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, c6}, ξ = {(c0, d0)A, (c1, d3)D, (c2, d7)E, (c3, d9)F, (c4, d2)G, (c6, d10)I}
Cr = {d0, d3, d7, d9, d2, d5, d10}, Ĉr = {d0, d1, d4, d8, d2, d5, d10}
match (A)
match (D)
match (E)
match (F)
match (G)
lhide (c5:H)
rhide (d5:H)
match (I)
s0 =
s1 =
s2 =
s3 =
s4 =
s5 =
s6 =
s7 =
s8 =
Fig. 12: Excerpt of the PSP of Ec and Ed
To illustrate Algorithm 2, we will use the pair of PESs
in Fig. 11. Here, Ed is the PES prefix of the Petri net shown
in Fig. 11(c). Assuming that the PSP, shown in Fig. 12, has
been computed up to state s2, events c2 of Ec and d7 of Ed
are enabled. As a result, function FINDCAUSALINC is called
by Algorithm 1 (line 8). The input PSP in this call refers to
the excerpt of the PSP in Fig. 11 up to state s3, σ refers to
state s3, e refers to c2 and f to d7. In line 2, variable cutoffs –
9which stores the sequence of cutoff events found during the
traversal – is initialized with an empty sequence. The while
loop in lines 3-13 traverses the PSP backwards, processing
one arc from the input PSP at a time. In the first iteration,
the algorithm analyzes arc (s1, “match”, s2). Next, in line
4, function GETDELTAEVENTS is called to determine the
set of events involved in the operation associated with arc
(s2, “match”, s3). This function GETDELTAEVENTS can be
straightforwardly implemented by computing the difference
of Cl and Cr in the states s3 and s2. In this case, the
function returns and set e′ = c2 and f ′ = d7, respectively.
Since d7 is a cutoff, this event is appended to cutoff in line
6. Note that variable f remains unchanged in line 7 (i.e.
I−1d2 [d2] = d2). Then, the block in lines 9-11 is executed
because op is a “match” operation. Let us consider the
expression in line 10, i.e. ¬(e′ < e ⇔ f ′ < f), which in this
case is false, because it holds that c1 < c2 and d3 < d7. This
condition ensures the consistency of the causal relations of
input events (e.g. a pair of events that form candidate event
match to be added to the PSP) with all the event matches
recorded in the PSP that precede the state that activated the
input events. In addition to validating the requirement of
order preservation, as explained before, this function also
returns the pair of events for which causal consistency does
not hold if any pair is found. The first iteration concludes
by updating σ with the value s1 in line 12. In the second
iteration, the algorithm processes arc (s0, “match”, s1) in
a similar way as in the first iteration. Since c0 < c2 and
d0 < d7 hold true, order preservation is also decided true.
This is the last iteration of the loop and the function returns
⊥, indicating the absence of causal inconsistencies.
Let us now assume that the PSP has been computed
up to state s5 and function FINDCAUSALINC is called with
events e = c5 and f = d5. In this case, this function pro-
cesses the arcs associated with operations “match (G)” and
“match (F)” in a similar way as described before. We further
analyze the iteration where FINDCAUSALINC processes the
arc associated with operation “match (E)”. In this iteration,
GETDELTAEVENTS returns and set e′ = c2 and f ′ = d7,
respectively. In line 6, event d7 is appended to cutoff that, at
this point, is set to [d9, d7]. Next, variable f is updated from
d5 to d6 in line 7 (i.e. I−1d2 [d5] = d6). It is because of this
update that, in the following iteration of the while loop, the
function finds that c1 ‖ c5 and d3 < d6, and hence concludes
that the matching of c5 and d5 is not order-preserving.
We now turn our attention to defining the cost function
ϕ, used in Algorithm 1. As for any conventional A*-based
algorithm, the cost function is used as a criterion for select-
ing the next state to expand while constructing the PSP. We
define function ϕ as follows.
Definition 5. Let σ = (Cl, ξ, Cr, Ĉr) be a state in PSP and
Cm ∈ Fm(E l) be a maximal configuration of E l (the PES
of the event log), such that Cl ⊆ Cm. The function ϕ is
defined as
ϕ(σ,Cm) = g(σ) + h(σ,Cm)
where
g(σ) = |Cl|+ |Cr|λr | − |ξ| ∗ 2
and
h(σ,Cm) = |λ(Cm \ Cl) \ λ(Cr⇑)|
Intuitively, the cost function g corresponds to the number
of hide operations incurred in the path starting from the root
state in the PSP and leading to a given state. Clearly, we
would like to find a sequence with only match operations,
if such a sequence exists, or the path that includes the min-
imum number of hide operations. Note that in the case of
Cr , we restrict our attention to the set of observable events,
denoted Cr|λ. In fact, we are interested in characterizing
differences in terms of visible events, but we have to keep
some of the invisible events in the PES prefix to maintain the
information about cc-pairs in the complete prefix unfolding.
Thus, in our definition of g we search to not penalizing
operations that involve invisible events recorded in Cr .
As per the conventional A*-based algorithm, function h
corresponds to an optimistic approximation to the “future
cost”: the cost of a path starting from a given state up to a
goal state. In our context, the goal state corresponds to the
optimal state in which a maximal configuration Cm (coming
from the PES of the event log) is matched. To this end, we
consider the possible futures for both configurations. In the
case of Cl, we consider only the set of events in Cm \ Cl,
because Algorithm 1 looks a finding an optimal matching
for Cm. In the case of Cr, we consider the set of events Cr⇑.
Intuitively, function h provides a costs that corresponds to
the estimated number of events that need to be hidden from
Cl to match both configurations. Note that such estimation
is optimistic because it does not consider the events to be
hidden from the other configuration.
Since h is an optimistic cost function, it follows that
Algorithm 1 is admissible [24] and henceforth returns an
optimal solution.
When the input PESs have concurrent behavior, the PSP
may contain paths with redundant information. This redun-
dancy stems from the interleaved enablement of concurrent
events. Fig. 13 gives an example of this situation.
a0:A a1:B
a2:C
a3:D
b0:A b1:B
b2:D
Jσ0K
Jσ1K Jσ2K
Jσ3K Jσ4K
Jσ5K
Jσ6K
match (A) match (B)
match (B)
match (A)
match (B)
match (D)
lhide (C)
lhide (C)
Fig. 13: PSP with redundant information due to concurrency
From the figure above, it can be easily checked that
the PSP contains three different paths, all capturing the
same information. This is a well known problem in areas
such as Model Checking and others, where techniques have
developed to discard some paths when exploring the un-
derlying state space [25]. Therefore, we can leverage results
from that field to reduce redundant information at the time
of the construction of the PSP. In that context, it is well
known that the exploration of the state space can be reduced
by analyzing the commutativity of the transitions in the
state space, which translates to our setting to the notion of
commutativity of operations. Intuitively, we say that a pair
of operations can be commuted if their underlying events
are enabled concurrently. For instance, the event a0 and a1
are concurrently enabled by the empty configuration and
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so are the events b0 and b1 in the example on Fig. 13. As
shown in the PSP, the operations “match (A)” and “match
(B)” appear in two distinct orders, in paths that start in state
σ0 and finishing in σ4. We will say that operations “match
(A)” and “match (B)” are commutative. A similar situation
happens at state σ1 with operations “lhide (C)” and “match
(B)”, because the events a1 and a2 are concurrents. The
intuition above is captured in the following function:
Algorithm 3 Commutativity of operations
function ARECOMM(e, e′, f, f ′)
assume ARECONCORUNDEF(a, b) , (a ‖ b ∨ a = ⊥ ∨ b = ⊥)
return ARECONCORUNDEF(e, e′) ∧ ARECONCORUNDEF(e, e′)
end function
Commutativity of operations is closely inspired in the
notion of commutativity of transitions in model checking.
This property is at the heart of a large number of partial
order reduction techniques used in model checking [25].
What is more, we can recover their theoretical results to
claim that one path encodes the same information as the
other paths, reducing significantly the size of PSP. In this
respect, Algorithm 4 presents the modifications to apply on
Algorithm 1 to achieve the partial order reductions.
Algorithm 4 Partially synchronized product with partial
order reductions
. Replace lines 8-12 with the following block
1: E← ∅
. Consider configuration extensions according to the lexicographical
order of the event labels
2: for each
 Cl e−→ Cl′, Ĉr f−→ Ĉr′, s.t.e ∈ Clm ∧ λl(e) = λr(f) ∧
FINDCAUSALINC(PSP, σ, e, f) = ⊥
 do
3: if ∃(e′, f ′) ∈ E, s.t. e ‖ e′ ∨ f ‖ f ′ then
4: continue
5: else
6: E← E ∪ {(e, f)}
7: end if
8: . Keep lines 9-11 as they are
9: end for
. Replace line 13 with the following one
for each Cl e−→ Cl′, s.t. e ∈ Clm ∧ @(e′, f ′) ∈ E : e ‖ e′ do
. Replace line 18 with the following one
for each Ĉr
f−→ Ĉr′, s.t. @(e′, f ′) ∈ E : f ‖ f ′ do
The modified Algorithm above would build a reduced
PSP for the example in Fig. 13 as follows. When the al-
gorithm analyzes the root state in the PSP, that is σ0 in
Fig. 13, it would have to process the operations “match (A)”
and “match (B)”. Note that we assume that configuration
extensions are ordered according to the event labels. There-
fore, “match (A)” will be appended first to the PSP and the
variable E, standing for enablements, will be set to {(a0, b0)}.
In the next iteration of the for loop, the algorithm will not
longer consider the operation “match (B)” as a successor of
σ0, as if the events a1 and b1 were not enabled in such a
state. For the same reason, the hide operations associated
with events a1 and b1 will not be appended to σ0 either. In
the next iteration, the algorithm will consider the operations
“match (B)”, which was warrantied because of the com-
mutability of the operations “match (A)” and “match (B)”.
Once the operation“match (B)” is appended, the algorithm
proceeds as usual (following the path highlighted in Fig. 13),
because all the remaining operations are not commutable.
a0:A
a1:B a2:C
e1 e2
b0:A
b1:B b2:C
e′1 e
′
2
Fig. 14: Example of PESs
Note in Algorithm 4, the test-
ing of commutativity has been
slightly modified. It is by means
of the expression in line 3,
namely e1 ‖ e′1∨e2 ‖ e′2, that the
algorithm checks commutativity
of operations. In fact, line 3 will
discard any match operation that is found commutable with
one that has been previously appended during a previous
iteration of the for loop. Let us further analyze the condition
in line 3. First, if both terms in e1 ‖ e′1 ∨ e2 ‖ e′2 hold true,
then it is because we have two potential match operations
that are clearly commutative, in line with Algorithm 3.
Fig. 14 presents an example that illustrates the second case.
Assume that events a1 and b1 have already been processed
(i.e. (a1, b1) ∈ E). When we want to process the match
operation associated with the events a2 and b2, we will
have that the first term in the expression e1 ‖ e′1 ∨ e2 ‖ e′2
hold true whereas the second term does not, because b1#b2.
Fig. 14 shows e1, e2, etc. in red font to ease the mapping
of the example to the expression. Due to the presence of
conflict, the operation “match (C)” will not be appended
to the PSP in the path that follows the operation “match
(B)” and, as a result, we will see a “lhide (a1)” and this
operation is commutable with “match (B)” in the sense of
Algorithm 3. The remaining case, that is when the first term
in e1 ‖ e′1 ∨ e2 ‖ e′2 is false and the second term is true is the
symmetric of the second case.
To analyze the complexity of the PSP computation we
analyze the size of the state space explored by the A* search.
This state space is in O(3|F(E1)|·|F(E2)|) where F(E) is the
set of configurations of E. Indeed, each configuration in E1
is associated with a configuration from E2 via three possible
operations (i.e. match, lhide and rhide). This worst case
complexity may be reached when the event structures are
completely different. Conversely, when the event structures
are identical, the heuristic search converges in linear time.
When checking the conformance of a process model with
a corresponding event log, we expect a high overlap in
behavior and hence a complexity far below the worst case.
7 DIFFERENCE EXTRACTION AND VERBALIZATION
In the previous section, we showed that a PSP contains
a minimal set of hide operations required to capture all
behavioral discrepancies between the PES of an event log
and the PES of a process model. In this section, we show
how to traverse the PSP in order to extract a set of difference
statements that characterize the behavior observed in the log
and not captured in the model and vice-versa.
In order to extract such difference statements, we rely
on a collection of nine mismatch patterns classified into the
following disjoint categories:
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• Unfitting behavior patterns, capturing behavior observed
in the log but not allowed by the model. Unfitting
behavior patterns are further classified into two sub-
categories:
– Relation mismatch patterns, capturing cases where two
events in the PES of the log are related via a given be-
havioral relation (immediate causality, direct conflict
or concurrency) but they are related via a different
relation in the PES prefix of the model – e.g. they are
related via immediate causality in the log while they
are related via direct conflict in the PES of the model.
– Event mismatch patterns, capturing all other cases of
unfitting behavior. These patterns capture events in
the PES of the log that cannot be directly matched to
an event in the PES prefix of the model.
• Additional behavior patterns, covering all cases where be-
havior is allowed in the process model but not observed
in the log.
In the following, we describe each pattern in turn.
7.1 Relation mistmatch patterns
The first category of mismatch patterns corresponds to
situations where a pair of events – one from the log PES
and one from the model PES prefix – have the same label
but they are not matched in the PSP because they have
different behavioral relations with at least one other event.
In other words, there is a pair of events in the PES of the
log linked via a given relation, which could be matched
to a corresponding pair of events in the PES prefix of the
model, if it was not for the fact that these pairs are related
via different behavioral relations. Since there are only three
behavior relations, there are also three possible (symmetric)
relation mismatches: Immediate Causality vs. Concurrency,
Immediate Causality vs. Direct Conflict, and Concurrency vs.
Direct Conflict.3 As we will see later, the last two types
of mismatches (those involving conflict) have very similar
manifestations in the PSP and hence we will treat them as
one single pattern. Hence below we introduce two patterns,
namely Causality-Concurrency and Conflict.
Like all other patterns introduced later, relation mis-
match patterns occurs in a given context, characterized by
a pair of configurations (one configuration from each PES).
For instance, consider the example shown in Fig. 15. We
note that a1 ‖ a2 whereas b1 < b2 and these two pairs
of events have matching labels. Thus, there is a Causality-
Concurrency mismatch. This mismatch is observed in the
state of the PSP associated with the pair of matching con-
figurations {a0, a1} and {b0, b1} (the mismatch context). We
also note that one of the events that is hidden in the PSP
(µb2) is the target of an immediate causality relation stem-
ming from an event in the configuration {b0, b1} (specifically
note that b1 <µ b2)
We also observe that a relation mismatch pattern mani-
fests itself in the PSP in the form of two “hide” operations. In
the example shown in Fig. 15, the pair of “hide” operations
are contiguous in one path of the PSP. However, the hide op-
erations do not necessarily happen always contiguously in
3. We only report mismatches involving immediate causality (not
transitive causality) and direct conflict (not transitive conflict), because
we are only interested in reporting each mismatch once.
a0:A
a1:B a2:C
a3:D
b0:A
b1:B
b2:C
b3:D
Cl = ∅, ξ = ∅, Cr = Ĉr = ∅
Cl = {a0}, ξ = {(a0, b0)A}, Cr = Ĉr = {b0}
Cl = {a0, a1}, ξ = {(a0, b0)A, (a1, b1)B}, Cr = Ĉr = {b0, b1}
.
.
.
match (A)
match (B)
lhide (a2:C)
rhide (b2:C)
match (D)
Enabling state
Fig. 15: Causality-Concurrency mismatch
the PSP as shown in the example of Fig. 16. The reason why
the “hide” operations are not contiguous in the PSP of this
second example stems from the fact that “match (C)” and
“lhide (a1:B)” are commutative. Hence, the identification of
this type of mismatches requires one to take into account the
commutativity of operations.
a0:A a2:C
a1:B
a3:D
b0:A b1:C
b2:B
b3:D
.
.
.
.
.
.
match (A)
lhide (a1:B)
match (C)
rhide (b2:B)
match (D)
commutative
operations
Enabling
state
Fig. 16: Another Causality-Concurrency mismatch
The proposed approach to identify Causality-
Concurrency relation mismatches (later referred to as
CAUSCONC mismatches) is formalized in Algorithm 5. This
algorithm analyses one path from the PSP at a time (line
2). In line 3, it selects three arcs each corresponding to an
“lhide”, an “rhide” and a “match” operation respectively.
Then, in lines 4-6 it determines the set of events that are
involved in the three operations. In line 7, it maps cutoff
with its corresponding event, if required. Note that in lines
8-10, the algorithm discard the operations being analysed
(i.e. the loop is forced to proceed with the next iteration
in line 9), if the same pattern can be built with another
hide operation that is causally predecessor of one of the
hide operations being processed. This situation is checked
by function CHECKPREDS. Finally, in line 11 the algorithm
checks the conditions defining an elementary causality-
concurrency mismatch: the pair of hidden events carry the
same label and one pair of events are in immediate causal
relation whereas the other pair is concurrent.
Let us now turn our attention to the two other cases,
namely Causality-Conflict and Concurrency-Conflict. Again,
we observe that these mismatches show up in the PSP in
the form of two “hide” operations, but these two “hide”
operations appear in different branches. The latter holds
because because configurations are conflict-free (i.e. two
conflicting events cannot occur in the same computation).
The example shown in Fig. 17 corresponds to a case of
Concurrency-Conflict mismatch. There, it can be seen that the
hide operations occur in different branches. Due to the pres-
ence of concurrency, the hide operation and the conflicting
match operation can appear in either order. Fig. 18 presents
a more complex situation. In this example, a Causality-
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Algorithm 5 Finding Causality-Concurrency mismatches
1: procedure FINDCAUSALCONCMISMATCHES(PSP)
2: for each PATH in PSP do
3: for each (σ1, lhide, σ′1), (σ2, rhide, σ
′
2), (σ3,match, σ
′
3) ∈ PATH do
4: (⊥, f)← GETDELTAEVENTS(σ′1, σ1)
5: (e,⊥)← GETDELTAEVENTS(σ′2, σ2)
6: (e′, f ′)← GETDELTAEVENTS(σ′3, σ3)
7: f ′ ← ISCUTOFF( f ′) ? corr( f ′) : f ′
8: if
(
CHECKPREDS(PSP, σ′3, σ1, “lhide”, e, λl(e)) ∨
CHECKPREDS(PSP, σ′2, σ1, “rhide”, f, λr(f))
)
then
9: continue
10: end if
11: if λl(e) = λr(f)∧ (e′ <µ e∨ f ′ <µ f)∧ (e′ ‖ e∨ f ′ ‖ f) then
12: assert(CAUSCONC(σ3, e, f, e′, f ′, f ′))
13: end if
14: end for
15: end for
16: end procedure
17: function CHECKPREDS(PSP, σ0, σ2, op, e, label)
18: . This function returns true if there does not exist an arc
(σ, (op), σ′) ∈ A(PSP) that involves an event that carries the label label
and that causally precedes event e, and false otherwise
19: end function
a0:A
a1:B a2:C
a3:D a4:D
b0:A
b1:B b2:C
b3:D
.
. .
. .
. .
Cl = {a0}, ξ = {(a0, b0)A}, Cr = Ĉr = {b0}
match (A)
match (B) rhide (b1:B)
match (C)rhide (b2:C)
match ({a3, b3}D) match ({a4, b3}D)
Enabling state
Fig. 17: Concurrency/conflict mismatch
Conflict mismatch is intertwined with a pair of concurrent
events. This leads to the hide operation and the conflicting
match operation being separated. Therefore, an approach
to identify these mismatches must take into account the
commutativity of operations, in the same way as for the
Causality-Concurrency mismatch pattern.
a0:A
a1:B a2:C a3:D
a4:E a5:E
b0:A
b1:B b3:D
b2:C
b4:E
.
. .
. .
. .
. .
Cl = {a0}, ξ = {(a0, b0)A}, Cr = Ĉr = {b0}
match (A)
match (B) rhide (b1:B)
match (D) match (D)
rhide (b2:C) match (C)
match (E) match (E)
Enabling state
Commutative
operations
Commutative
operations
Fig. 18: Causality/Conflict mismatch
The above observations on the characteristics of mis-
match patterns involving conflict are formalized in Al-
gorithm 6, which can identify both Causality-Conflict and
Concurrency-Conflict mismatches (herein referred to as CON-
FLICT mismatches). Algorithm 6 is similar way to Algo-
rithm 5, except for two key points. First, Algorithm 6 pro-
cesses three arcs at a time, but the arcs are not required to
come from the same path. Recall that the hide operations
associated to a Causality-Conflict or a Concurrency-Conflict
mismatch pattern will be located in two different branches.
Second, the conditions in line 10 are the ones that define
a conflict-related mismatch: the hidden events carry the
same label and one pair of events are in immediate conflict
relation whereas the other pair are in either causal or in
concurrency relation. Note that the symmetric condition
holds, i.e. ¬(e′#e) ∧ f ′#f).
Algorithm 6 Finding Conflict mismatches
1: procedure FINDCAUSALCONCMISMATCHES(PSP)
2: for each (σ1, lhide, σ′1), (σ2, rhide, σ
′
2), (σ3,match, σ
′
3) ∈ A(PSP) do
3: (⊥, f)← GETDELTAEVENTS(σ′1, σ1)
4: (e,⊥)← GETDELTAEVENTS(σ′2, σ2)
5: (e′, f ′)← GETDELTAEVENTS(σ′3, σ3)
6: f ′ ← ISCUTOFF( f ′) ? corr( f ′) : f ′
7: if
(
CHECKPREDS(σ′3, σ1, “lhide”, λl(e)) ∨
CHECKPREDS(σ′2, σ1, “rhide”, λr(f))
)
then
8: continue
9: end if
10: if λl(e) = λr(f) ∧ (e′#µe ∨ f ′#µf) ∧ ¬(e′#e ∧ f ′#f) then
11: assert(CONFLICT(σ3, e, f, e′, f ′, f ′))
12: end if
13: end for
14: end procedure
In the way they are formulated, Algorithms 5 and 6 are
O(n3), where n is the number of arcs in the PSP. However,
with some technical optimizations, the identification of all
relation mismatch patterns can be implemented using a
single depth-first search traversal of the PSP – hence with
an O(n) complexity. Details of how the two algorithms can
be combined into a single depth-first search traversal are
omitted as they are purely technical optimizations.
7.2 Event mismatch patterns
In this category of patterns, we group together all cases of
unfitting behavior that cannot be characterized via a relation
mismatch. A naive way of characterizing such cases would
be to simply state that there are some events in the PES of the
log that are not matched to any event in the PES prefix of the
model. However, such an approach to diagnose differences
is too low level and would lead to a high number of
difference statements. Instead, we introduce four mismatch
patterns that capture possible reasons for the presence of an
unmatched event at a higher level of abstraction, namely
task skipping, unmatched repetition, task substitution and task
relocation. When a given unfitting behavior cannot be char-
acterized using any of these four patterns, we use a fifth
“catch all” pattern (namely Task absence), which essentially
states that there is an event can occur in the PES of the
log in a given configuration but not in the corresponding
configuration in the PES prefix of the model. Below we
present these five patterns in turn.
Task skipping (TASKSKIP). This pattern is illustrated in
our running example and, for discussion purposes, in the
PSP fragment presented in Fig. 19. The way this pattern
shows up in the PSP bears some similarity with how the
Causality-Conflict mismatch pattern shows up, in the sense
that it requires us to combine information coming from two
branches of the PSP stemming at a given state. What makes
this pattern different from the Causality-Conflict mismatch is
that the operation “match ((a2, b2)C)” (which is interfering
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with the event a1 (i.e. a1#µa2) has a counterpart match
operation in the other brach, namely “match ((a3, b2)C)” and
both match operations involve the event b2.
a0:A
a1:B a2:C
a3:C
b0:A
b1:B
b2:C
.
.
. .
. .
match (A)
match (B) rhide (b1:B)
match ({a3, b2}C) match ({a2, b2}C)
Fig. 19: Task skipping
The identification of this pattern requires a second
traversal of the PSP. In the first traversal, a Causality-Conflict
mismatch is identified and the information about the state
where this mismatch is enabled is also gathered. In the
second traversal, we analyze the sibling branches to look
for the counterpart match operation. If the latter is found,
we assert an occurrence of a Task skipping pattern instead of
asserting an occurrence of a Causality-Conflict pattern. We do
not provide a separate algorithm to detect this pattern as it
would be largely redundant with Algorithm 6.
Unmatched repetition (UNMREPETITION). A second sce-
nario where one hide operation cannot be matched is when
the event log is capturing repetitive behavior that is not
specified in the process model. In that context, every oc-
currence in the log of the same label will be mapped to a
different event. Every time an event is repeated in the log
that cannot be matched a hide operation will be appended
to the PSP. Fig. 20 presents a simple example of this pattern.
a0:A
a1:B
a2:A
a3:C
b0:A
b1:B
b2:C
.
ξ = {(a0, b0)A, (a1, b1)B}
.
.
match (B)
lhide (a2:A)
match (C)
Fig. 20: Unmatched repetition
This pattern can be straightforwardly detected in the PSP
by analyzing the set of matchings ξ, which is stored along
with every state in the PSP. In our example, we observe that
ξ contains the match (a0, b0)A that carries the same label as
event a2. We can therefore conclude that there is an activity
with label A that occurs twice in the same trace, but cannot
be matched to the behavior specified in the model. This test
can be piggybacked in Algorithm 5 in line 12 and not adding
the hide operation to n chs if it has been found to be an
unmatched repetition.
Note that the symmetric case (where repetitive behavior
specified in the process model cannot be matched with
behavior observed in the event log) cannot be processed
in the same way. This is because PESs corresponding to
the process model explicitly represents repetitive behavior
by means of cc-pairs and shift operations. The problem of
identifying repetitive behavior captured in the model but
not observed in the log is discussed later (cf. additional
behavior patterns).
Task substitution (TASKSUB). In some cases, an event can-
not be matched because its counterpart has been substituted
by a task with a different label. Fig. 21 presents an example
of this pattern.
a0:A
a1:B
a2:C
b0:A
b1:X
b2:C
.
.
.
.
.
match (A)
lhide (a1:B)
rhide (b2:X)
match (C)
Fig. 21: Task substitution
Our assumption is that a task substitution must happen
in the same execution context. Concretely, we require that
the candidate events are enabled immediately after the
events involved in a “match” operation. Given this require-
ment, the identification of this mismatch matching can be
done with a variant of Algorithm 5. The changes to that
Algorithm are basically to modify the condition of line 11
to eliminate the requirement about the equality of the event
labels, checking that the events are immediately activated
after a match operation (e′ <m ue ∧ f ′ <m uf) and, addi-
tionally, that the hide operations are causally consistent with
all the operations that precede the event match. To make
this analysis deterministic, we order the hide operations in
alphabetic order of the event labels.
Task relocation (TASKRELOC). Let us now consider the case
where a pair of events carrying the same labels cannot
be matched because they appear in different places in the
same path of a PSP. The main difference with respect to the
relation mismatch patterns is that the events are not enabled
after the same event. One simple case is the one where
the order of a pair of events in two PESs is inverted. For
instance, let us assume that in one PES it holds a1:A < a2:B
whereas in the other PES it holds b1:B < b2:A, and there
exists one state in the PSP where a1 and b1 are both enabled.
Evidently, the PSP would have two different branches, each
one with two hide and one match operation, respectively.
This situation can be generalized to the case the events are
not contiguous, as illustrated in Fig. 22.
a0:A
a1:B
a2:C
a3:D
a4:E
b0:A
b1:C
b2:D
b3:B
b4:E
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
match (A)
lhide (a1:B)
match (C)
match (D)
rhide (b3:B)
match (E)
Fig. 22: Task relocation
Occurrences of the relocation pattern can be identified by
keeping track of the events that were not found to be part
of a relation mismatch pattern, and then checking equality
of the labels associated to the hidden events.
Task absence/insertion (TASKABS). Any hide operation in
the log of the PES that is not involved in any occurrence of
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one of the previous patterns is treated as an occurrence of a
Task absence pattern, meaning that a task is observed in the
log but missing in the model.4 In other words, Task absence is
a “catch all” pattern for all remaining cases of unfitting log
behavior, thus ensuring that the set of patterns is complete.
In the simplest case, an occurrence of the Task absence pattern
corresponds to the situation where a task label is observed
in the event log despite the fact no task with such label is
specified in the process model. However, this pattern also
captures the case where there exists at least a pair of events
(one from each PES) with the same label, which are enabled
in different states. The example shown in Fig. 23 illustrates
the latter situation.
a0:A
a1:B a2:C
a3:D a4:E
a5:F
b0:A
b1:B b2:C
b3:F b4:D
b5:E
.
.
. .
. .
. .
match (A)
match (B) match (C)
lhide (a3:D) lhide (b4:D)
match (E) match (F)
Fig. 23: Task absence/insertion
7.3 Patterns of additional model behavior
The 8 patterns presented above characterize behavior ob-
served in the event log but not allowed in the process model.
We now seek to characterize behavior allowed in the model
but not observed in the log. Such additional behavior is
captured by two patterns:
• Unobserved acyclic interval (UNOBSACYCLICINTER) – an
acyclic fragment of a process model not observed in the
log. Each such fragment is characterized by an initial
task and a final task and is thus called an interval.
• Unobserved cyclic interval (UNOBSCYCLICINTER) – a
cyclic fragment (interval) of a process model not ob-
served in the log.
An example of additional model behavior is depicted
in Fig. 24. Fig. 24(a) denotes a PES constructed from a log.
Next, Fig. 24(b) shows a process model (in the form of a
Petri net), while Fig. 24(c) shows the PES prefix derived
from the model. The PES prefix appears in two copies, in
order to show how each of the two paths in the PES of the
log is also found in the PES of the model. In other words,
there is no unfitting behavior in this example. On the other
hand, there is additional behavior: PES of the log does not
contain any repetitive behavior, while the process model has
a loop with two entry points and two exit points. Yet, if
we constructed the PSP, we would find that it contains no
hide operations and it covers all events and causal relations
in both PESs. This is because the PSP is constructed with
the goal of finding optimal matchings for every maximal
configuration of the log’s PES, and does not try to achieve
full coverage of the model’s PES prefix. In other words, a
PSP with no hide operations only means that all behavior
observed in the event log fully is captured in the process
model, but not vice-versa.
4. Symmetrically, we can state that a task has been inserted in the log.
b0:A
b1:B b2:C
b3:C b4:B
b5:D b6:D
(a) Log’s PES
A
B C
D
(b) Model
a0:A
a1:τ a2:τ
a3:B a4:C
a5:τ a6:τ a7:τ a8:τ
a9:D
a0:A
a1:τ a2:τ
a3:B a4:C
a5:τ a6:τ a7:τ a8:τ
a9:D
(c) PES prefix (duplicated to show paths)
Fig. 24: Additional (cyclic) model behavior
Hence, in order to characterize additional model behav-
ior (both acyclic and cyclic), we need to define a notion of
coverage of the PES prefix of a process model. In other words,
we need to answer the question: What does it mean that all
the behavior captured in a process model is “covered by”
(i.e. observed in) an event log? To answer this question, we
use the notions of elementary paths and elementary cycles
from the field of graph theory [26], [27]. Intuitively, we will
say that an event log “covers” the behavior of a process
model, if every elementary path and elementary cycle in the
PES prefix of the model is represented by a path in the PSP
– and thus represented by a maximal configuration in the
PES of the log after hide operations have been applied to
account for unfitting log behavior.
We recall some basic definitions from graph theory. A
directed graph is a set of vertices and a set of directed edges.
A path is a sequence of vertices connected by edges. A path
is said elementary if it contains no vertex twice. A cycle is
a path where the initial and the final vertex are the same.
A cycle is said to be elementary if, after removing the last
vertex in the sequence, the resulting path is elementary.
The above concepts provide a straightforward approach
to define a notion of coverage of a graph by a set of traces.
However, we cannot directly apply the above concepts to
characterize the possible executions a PES prefix. Indeed, a
path (along the direct causality relation) in a PES prefix does
not characterize a possible execution, because an execution
may contain concurrent events, and a single path in the PES
prefix necessarily misses some of these events. Instead, we
characterize the executions of a PES prefix by means of the
set of elementary paths on a graph where the vertices are
the configurations explicitly represented in the PES prefix,
and the edges are the possible configuration extensions
(i.e. direct transitions from one configuration to the next),
including possible extensions induced by a cc-pair in the
PES prefix.
In order to reason over this graph of configurations and
configuration extensions, we rely on the notion of pomset
(standing for partially ordered multisets) from the literature
of concurrency theory [28]. A pomset is a Directed Acyclic
Graph (DAG) where the nodes are configurations, and the
edges represent direct causality relations between configu-
rations. An edge is labeled by an event. Unlike an event
structure, a pomset does not have any conflict relation, since
a pomset represents one possible execution. The behavior of
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a PES can be characterized by the set of pomsets it induces.5
In the case of a PES prefix, the set of induced pomsets is
infinite when the PES prefix captures cyclic behavior via cc-
pairs. Hence in general we cannot enumerate all pomsets of
a PES prefix in order to check if each of them is observed in
the PES of the log. However, we can extract a set of elemen-
tary pomsets (inspired by the notion of elementary paths),
which collectively cover all the possible pomsets induced by
a PES prefix without unfolding the cyclic behavior infinitely.
Intuitively, this corresponds to unfolding every cycle so that
it is traversed once only.
Algorithm 7 Identification of elementary pomsets
1: procedure FINDEPOMSETS(conf, sconf, visited, var cycles, var runs)
2: APPEND(visited, (conf, sconf))
3: for (sconf e−→ n sconf) do
4: n conf← conf ∪ {e}
5: if e is cutoff event then
6: n sconf← S(n sconf)
7: end if
8: if ∃(entryConf, n sconf) ∈ visited ∧ n sconf ∩ ‖[e] = ∅ then
9: cycles← cycles ∪ {(n conf \ entryConf, entryConf)}
10: ADDBRANCHTOEXPPREFIX(visited)
11: else
12: FINDEPOMSETS(n conf, n sconf, visited, cycles, runs)
13: end if
14: end for
15: if sconf is a maximal configuration then
16: runs← runs ∪ {conf}
17: ADDBRANCHTOEXPPREFIX(visited)
18: end if
19: REMOVELAST(visited)
20: end procedure
This intuition is formalized by Algorithm 7, which com-
putes the set of elementary pomsets of a PES prefix. Fig. 25
illustrates the execution of this algorithm taking as input
the PES shown in Fig. 24. Function FINDEPOMSETS builds
an expanded prefix by successively applying configuration
extensions and shift operations (cf. Section 5.1) on the PES
prefix. Specifically, function FINDEPOMSETS adds one path
(or branch) to the expanded prefix every time an elementary
pomset is found (in lines 10 and 17). The result is a directed
acyclic graph reflecting the configuration extension relation.
For illustration purposes, Fig. 24 presents the expanded
prefix as a PES prefix, with the corresponding label in the
right-hand side of each “event” in the expanded prefix.
A key observation is that the value of conf can be used
as a unique identifier for each event in the expanded prefix.
The uniqueness of conf stems from the following facts: 1)
for elementary acyclic pomsets, conf is finitely extended by a
different event until a complete configuration is found, 2) for
elementary cyclic pomsets, conf would be finitely extended
up to the point where a duplicate event. It is by means of
the shifted version of conf, i.e. the variable sconf, that cycles
can be identified.
The proofs of completeness and correctness of Algo-
rithm 7 follow directly from the proofs for algorithms for
identifying elementary cycles [26], [27]. With the aim of
5. This is exactly the definition of a notion of equivalence known as
visible pomset equivalence: two PES are equivalent iff they induce the
same set of pomsets.
explaining how the Algorithm 7 works and to sketch the
proofs, we describe three cases.
Case 1: Identification of elementary acyclic pomsets that include
no cutoff event. This case is illustrated with the sequence
of “events” that are shown in blue font in the expanded
prefix shown in Fig. 25. The function FINDEPOMSETS is first
called with conf and sconf set to empty set. We note that
in this case, conf and sconf are updated in such a way that
they both hold the same value. The function FINDEPOMSETS
extends the configuration conf by one event in line 4 and
recursively calls itself in line 12. The recursive call will even-
tually stop, when sconf contains a maximal configuration,
because a maximal configuration has no further possible
extension. Moreover, a maximal configuration is warrantied
to be found because we consider only PESs coming from
sound systems and consisting of a finite number of events.
The elementary acyclic pomset that has been found is added
to the set runs in line 16, just before the recursive call returns.
Case 2: Identification of elementary acyclic pomsets that contain
at least one cutoff event. This case is illustrated with the
sequence of events in the blue dashed box in the expanded
prefix in Fig. 25. As for the previous case, conf and sconf
contain the same value at every recursive call of FINDEPOM-
SETS, as long as no cutoff event is found. When a (forward)
cutoff event is found, such an event is added to conf and,
afterwards, n sconf is assigned with the shifted configura-
tion S(sconf ⊕ e), in line 6. In line 12, FINDEPOMSETS is
recursively called with the extended configuration n conf
and also with the shifted configuration n sconf. Note that
sconf is used for testing if the function has found a maximal
configuration in line 15 and also to compute the set of
possible extensions in line 3. Conceptually, conf keeps track
of the events that are “executed” by the underlying run, dy-
namically unrolling towards a larger prefix, whereas sconf
maps the execution back to a configuration in the original
PES prefix. Note that the recursive call to the function can
only find a finite number of forward cutoff events. Thus,
if no cycle is found as the recursive call to FINDEPOMSETS
proceeds, the function will extend the configuration until a
maximal configuration is found.
Case 3: Identification of elementary cyclic pomsets. We observe
that, when the input PES has repetitive behavior, the func-
tion FINDEPOMSETS can only be recursively called a finite
number of times before it finds an elementary cyclic pomset,
because the PES has only a finite number of events. One
case corresponds with finding a cutoff event that induces
a backward shift. For simplicity, let us assume that the
input PES has only one cutoff. Let e be a cutoff event.
By definition, we know that e induces a backward shift
if and only if dcorr(e)e ⊂ dee. Therefore, there exists a
sequence of calls that finds first dcorr(e)e, storing the pair
(dcorr(e)e, dcorr(e)e) in visited. Since the input PES has
a finite number of events, FINDEPOMSETS will eventually
process dee, which will induce a backward shift operation
in line 6. Since visited contains a pair associated with such a
configuration, FINDEPOMSETS will record a new elementary
cyclic pomset in line 9. Note that the cycle is stored with
a pair of configurations, (dee \ dcorr(e)e, dcorr(e)e) in our
example, where the first set corresponds with the set of
events in the body of the cycle, herein called the cyclic
interval, and the configuration characterizing the entry point
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conf = {a0}
sconf = {a0}
conf = {a0, a1}
sconf = {a0, a1}
conf = {a0, a2}
sconf = {a0, a2}
conf = {a0, a1, a3}
sconf = {a0, a1, a3}
conf = {a0, a2, a4}
sconf = {a0, a2, a4}
conf = {a0, a1, a3, a5}
sconf = {a0, a2, a3, a5}
conf = {a0, a1, a3, a6}
sconf = {a0, a2}
conf = {a0, a2, a4, a8}
sconf = {a0, a2, a4, a8}
conf ={a0, a2, a4, a7}:τ
sconf = {a0, a1}
conf = {a0, a1, a3, a5, a9}
sconf = {a0, a1, a3, a5, a9}
conf = {a0, a1, a3, a6, a4}
sconf = {a0, a2, a4}
conf = {a0, a2, a4, a8, a9}
sconf = {a0, a2, a4, a8, a9}
conf = {a0, a2, a4, a7, a3}
sconf = {a0, a1, a3}
conf = {a0, a1, a3, a6, a4, a8}
sconf = {a0, a2, a4, a8}
conf = {a0, a1, a3, a6, a4, a7}
sconf = {a0, a1}
conf = {a0, a2, a4, a7, a3, a5}
sconf = {a0, a1, a3, a5}
conf = {a0, a2, a4, a7, a3, a6}
sconf = {a0, a2}
conf = {a0, a1, a3, a6, a4, a8, a9}
sconf = {a0, a2, a4, a8, a9}
conf = {a0, a2, a4, a7, a3, a5, a9}
sconf = {a0, a1, a3, a5, a9}
:A
:τ
:τ
:B :C
:τ :τ :τ :τ
:D :C :D :B
:τ :τ :τ :τ
:D :D
Fig. 25: Expanded prefix with elementary pomsets of PES in Fig. 24(c)
Jσ0K
Jσ1K
Jσ2K Jσ8K
Jσ3K Jσ9K
Jσ4K Jσ10K
Jσ5K Jσ11K
Jσ6K Jσ12K
Jσ7K Jσ13K
match (A)
rhide (a1:τ ) rhide (a2:τ )
match (B) match (C)
rhide (a6:τ ) rhide (a7:τ )
match (C) match (B)
rhide (a8:τ ) rhide (a5:τ )
match (D) match (D)
{a0}
{a0, a1} {a0, a2}
{a0, a1, a3} {a0, a2, a4}
{a0, a1, a3, a5} {a0, a1, a3, a6} {a0, a2, a4, a8} {a0, a2, a4, a7}
{a0, a1, a3, a5, a9} {a0, a1, a3, a6, a4} {a0, a2, a4, a8, a9} {a0, a2, a4, a7, a3}
{a0, a1, a3, a6, a4, a8} {a0, a1, a3, a6, a4, a7} {a0, a2, a4, a7, a3, a5} {a0, a2, a4, a7, a3, a6}
{a0, a1, a3, a6, a4, a8, a9} {a0, a2, a4, a7, a3, a5, a9}
σ0, match (A)
σ3, match (B) σ9, match (C)
σ5,
match (C) σ11, match (B)
σ7, match (D) σ13, match (D)
σ1, rhide (a1:τ ) σ8, rhide (a2:τ )
σ4, rhide (a6:τ ) σ10, rhide (a7:τ )
σ6,
rhide (a8:τ )
σ12,
rhide (a5:τ )
Fig. 26: Using PSP and expanded prefix for identifying additional model behavior in the example shown in Fig. 24
to the cyclic behavior.
However, an elementary cyclic pomset does not always
involve a backward shift as it is the case for the PES prefix
shown in Fig. 24. In fact, the PES prefix has two elementary
cycles but no backward cutoff. The elementary cycles can
still be detected, because we store the shifted configuration
(along with the unshift configuration) at every recursive call
of the function FINDEPOMSETS. This information can then
be used to check if the current shifted configuration has
been previously visited, in which case an elementary cyclic
pomset is reported. One example of this case is illustrated
by the sequence of events shown in the filled blue boxed in
the expanded prefix in Fig. 25.
When an elementary cyclic pomset is embedded in a
block of concurrency, FINDEPOMSETS will find the cycle
multiple times. For instance, for the PES prefix shown
in Fig. 27, FINDEPOMSETS will find an elementary cycle
comprising the set of events {a1, a4}, when the function
processes the configuration {a0, a1} and the cutoff event a4.
a0:A a2:C
a1:B a3:D
a4:τ a5:E
Fig. 27: Cycle within a
block of concurrency
The same cycle will be found
when the function processes the
configuration {a0, a1, a2} and later
when it processes the configura-
tion {a0, a1, a2, a3}. In order to
prevent the recording of multi-
ple copies of the same elemen-
tary cyclic pomset, line 8 checks if
n sconf contains the cycle and no
other concurrent event. Only when that condition holds, the
elementary cyclic pomset is retained.
The set of elementary pomsets along with the expanded
prefix are then used for identifying all the additional model
behavior as follows. Traverse the PSP in depth-first search
order. At every step, when operation associated with an arc
involves an event coming from the model, mark the “event”
in the expanded prefix associated with the configuration
Cr , with a reference to the operation and the state in the
PSP that is reached as an outcome to the operation at
hand. Fig. 26 illustrates the result of the previous stage on
the example PES presented in Fig. 24. The “events” in the
expanded prefix that have been marked are shown with a
blue background. Additionally, the information about the
state in the PSP and the corresponding operation is shown to
the right-hand side of each “event” in the expanded prefix.
In a second stage, we iterate over the set of elementary
pomsets to identify those that were not marked. When an el-
ementary pomset is not marked, we find it in the expanded
prefix and traverse bottom-up the prefix to find the closest
“event” marked with a match operation in the PSP. The state
in the PSP associated with this “event” serves to give context
to an occurrence of one of the two additional behavior
patterns (UNOBSACYCLICINTER and UNOBSCYCLICINTER).
Let us consider again the example shown in Fig. 26. If we
proceed from left to right, the first elementary pomset is
associated with the “event” labeled as {a0, a1, a3, a5, a9}
and its closest match operation occurs at state σ3 in the PSP.
This case corresponds to an elementary acyclic pomset. Part
of the pomset has been observed, i.e. the sequence of tasks
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A and B, and only task D was not observed. The interval
of tasks that are not observed can be computed with a set
difference. Thus, in this example we will assert a mismatch
with the constructor UNOBSACYCLICINTER(σ3, {a5, a9}).
Given that a5 corresponds to an invisible task, one can
remove that event from the difference diagnosis. In this
case, we can report that in the event log the interval of tasks
between a5 and a9 is not observed.
The second elementary pomset in the example is associ-
ated with the “event” labeled as {a0, a1, a3, a6, a4, a7} and
its closest match operation occurs at state σ5 in the PSP.
This case corresponds to an unobserved elementary cyclic
pomset. The diagnostic will be asserted with the constructor
UNOBSCYCLICINTER(σ5, {a3, a6, a4, a7}), meaning that the
loop formed by tasks B and C is not observed in the log.
Note that in this example, there is a loop with two entries
and two exits comprising tasks B and C. When expanded,
this loop leads to two elementary cyclic pomsets not covered
by the PES of the event log and thus two occurrences of the
UNOBSCYCLICINTER mismatch pattern
In summary, for the example in Fig. 24 we will assert
four mismatches:
Two unobserved elementary acyclic pomsets
• UNOBSACYCLICINTER(σ3, {a5, a9})
• UNOBSACYCLICINTER(σ9, {a8, a9})
Two onbserved elementary cyclic pomsets
• UNOBSCYCLICINTER(σ5, {a3, a6, a4, a7})
• UNOBSCYCLICINTER(σ11, {a4, a7, a3, a6})
7.4 Verbalization
The last step in the method is to turn occurrences of mis-
match patterns identified using the PSP, into plain natural
language statements that can be interpreted by users. Table 1
shows the statements corresponding to each of the nine
mismatch patterns defined in Section 7. For some of the
mismatch patterns, we identify multiple sub-cases based on
conditions on the events of the log and/or model, leading
to more than one statement type per mismatch pattern.
This depends on whether the events in question are causal
or concurrent, or if the event in the log is defined. As a
result, the nine constructors give rise to 16 different types of
difference statements.
In each statement, the states of the PSP (σ, and when
required, also σ′) are used to precisely localize where the
difference occurs in the log and/or in the model. The text
“after σ” means that a difference is observed immediately
after the occurrence of that state.
8 EVALUATION
We implemented the proposed method in a tool called
ProConformance6. This tool takes as input a process model
in BPMN format and a log in MXML or XES format. Its
output is a set of difference statements. The tool allows users
to customize the output by switching on/off PSP states, and
selecting which elements of a state to show, e.g. only the last
matched event.
Using this tool, we conducted a two-pronged (qualita-
tive and quantitative) evaluation of the proposed method.
6. Available at http://apromore.org/platform/tools
First, we performed a qualitative evaluation of the output
produced by the method on a real-life event log and a corre-
sponding process model. Next, we performed a quantitative
evaluation of time performance and number of produced
difference statements, based on large collections of real-
life process models. In both evaluations, we compared our
method against the trace alignment method, which, as dis-
cussed in Section 2, is a state of the art method in business
process conformance checking.
8.1 Qualitative evaluation
For the qualitative evaluation, we used a publicly available
log extracted from an information system for managing road
traffic fines in Italy [29], and a normative process model,
which we derived from the description of this business
process in [9]. The normative model in Petri nets is shown
in Fig. 28. This traffic fines management process starts when
a fine is created. The fine can be paid by the offender
right away, after a notification is sent to the offender by
the police, or when the offender receives the notification.
The payment itself can be done in one or more instalments,
depending on the amount of the fine. The case is closed as
soon as the payment for the full amount has been done. If
the fine is not paid within 180 days, a penalty is charged
on top of the fine and if after further 180 days the fine
is still due, a credit collection organization will take over
the handling of the case. At any time after receiving the
notification, the offender can appeal against the fine through
a judge or a prefecture. In case of a successful appeal, the
case is dismissed and the process ends. If the appeal is
unsuccessful, the fine is still to be paid. An appeal can be
made more than once, depending on the circumstances (e.g.
when escalating the appeal to a higher court).
Start Create 
Fine
Payment
Send
Fine
Insert
Fine
Notification
Add
Penalty
Appeal
to Judge
Send for
Credit
Collection
Notify
Result 
Appeal to 
Offender
Insert Date
Appeal to
Prefecture
Receive
Result 
Appeal from
Prefecture
Send
Appeal
to Prefecture
End
Tau10
Fig. 28: Traffic fines management process model.
The log covers fines recorded in the period 2000–2013. It
contains 150,370 traces comprising 231 distinct traces and a
total of 561,470 events.
We assessed the conformance of this log with the Petri
net of Fig. 28. Our method produced 15 distinct statements
capturing all the differences between the log and the nor-
mative model. As an example, the following statements
were retrieved (states are indicated through the last matched
event):
1) In the log, “Send for credit collection” occurs after “Pay-
ment” and before the end state
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Constructor Condition Statement type
CAUSCONC(σ, e, f, e′, f ′,coff)
if e′ < e In the log, after σ, λ(e′) occurs before λ(e), while in the model they are concurrent
else In the model, after σ, λ(f ′) occurs before λ(f), while in the log they are concurrent
CONFLICT(σ, e, f, e′, f ′,coff)
if e′ ‖ e In the log, after σ, λ(e
′) and λ(e) are concurrent, while in the model they are mutually
exclusive
else if f ′ ‖ f In the model, after σ, λ(f
′) and λ(f) are concurrent, while in the log they are mutually
exclusive
else if e′ < e In the log, after σ, λ(e
′) occurs before task λ(e), while in the model they are mutually
exclusive after σ
else In the model, after σ, λ(f ′) occurs before λ(f), while in the log they are mutually exclusive
TASKSKIP(σ, e, f, e′, f ′,coff)
if e 6= ⊥ In the log, after σ, λ(e) is optional
else In the model, after σ, λ(f) is optional
TASKSUB(σ, e, f, e′, f ′,coff) In the log, after σ, λ(f) is substituted by λ(e)
UNMREPETITION(σ, e, f, e′, f ′,coff) In the log, λ(e) is repeated after σ
TASKRELOC(σ, e, f, σ′, e′, f ′)
if e 6= ⊥ In the log, λ(e) occurs after σ instead of σ′
else In the model, λ(f) occurs after σ instead of σ′
TASKABS(σ, σ′, e, f )
if e 6= ⊥ In the log, λ(e) occurs after σ and before σ′
else In the model, λ(f) occurs after σ and before σ′
UNOBSACYCLICINTER(σ, inter) In the log, inter do(es) not occur after σ
UNOBSCYCLICINTER(σ, inter) In the log, the cycle involving inter does not occur after σ
TABLE 1: Verbalization of mismatch patterns
2) In the model, after “Insert fine notification”, “Add penalty”
occurs before “Appeal to judge”, while in the log they are
concurrent
3) In the log, after “Add penalty”, “Receive results appeal from
prefecture” is substituted by “Appeal to judge”
4) In the log, the cycle involving “Insert date appeal to prefec-
ture, Send appeal to prefecture, Receive result appeal from
prefecture, Notify result appeal to offender” does not occur
after “Insert fine notification”.
Statement 1 (an example of task insertion) denotes a
potential compliance issue: credit collection should never
occur if the payment has been done, though there are cases
in the log where this happens. Similarly, Statement 2 (an
example of causality/concurrency mismatch) indicates that
there are cases in the log where the penalty is charged
even after the appeal, while this should be done only if the
appeal is unsuccessful. Given that these two events have
been observed in any order in the log, they are identified
as concurrent. These compliance issues may be related to
recording errors in the system (e.g. a payment not being
recorded or being recorded for a lower amount).
Statement 3 (an example of task substitution) pinpoints
that in the log there are traces where after “Add penalty”,
event “Receive results appeal from prefecture” is observed.
In the PSP, this event in the log is substituted by “Appeal
to judge” in the model, after which we know the process
can complete. This means that tasks “Insert date appeal to
prefecture”, “Send appeal to prefecture” and “Notify result
appeal to offender”, which are in the same path as “Receive
results appeal from prefecture” in the model, are not ob-
served in the log. The method substitutes “Receive results
appeal from prefecture” with “Appeal to judge” because
this minimizes the number of mismatches, as opposed to
skipping the three tasks above.7 This statement suggests that
7. The same holds with task “Send for credit collection” though the
substitution considers the lexicographical order of task labels.
in some cases, the results of an appeal to the prefecture are
received by the police, without the appeal having actually
been lodged by the offender. This might be due to a mistake
at the prefecture (e.g. fines being swapped), which explains
why the police does not notify the offender (event “Notify
result appeal to offender” is not observed after “Receive
results appeal from prefecture”).
Finally, Statement 4 (an example of unobserved elemen-
tary cycle) indicates that while in principle an offender can
appeal to the prefecture multiple times, this has not being
observed in the log. Given that the log covers over 10 years
of behavior, this may suggest that our model perhaps gen-
eralizes the behavior in the log, or that subsequent appeals
are never recorded in the system.
For trace alignment, we used the plugins “Replay a Log
on Petri Net for All Optimal Alignments”8 and “Replay
a Log on Petri Net for Conformance Analysis”9 for the
ProM 6.5.1 environment. Both plugins report on confor-
mance issues related to fitness, by computing several visual
diagnostics as well as a fitness metric (a value from 0 to
1). The former plugin finds all optimal alignments for each
distinct trace of the log, while the latter provides a good
approximation of this result by computing only one optimal
alignment per distinct trace.
The main diagnostic consists in projecting the results of
alignment onto the log, which results in a list of individual
trace alignments (a small except of this view for our example
is shown in Figure 29). Besides statistics on fitness, this
diagnostic shows a great deal of information for each dis-
tinct trace, including the exact order in which synchronous
moves, (silent) moves on model and moves on log occur,
and for each move, the label of the involved event.
8. Parameters used: graph-based state space replay to obtain all
optimal alignments with maximum explored states equal to 10,001,000.
9. Parameters used: A∗ cost-based fitness express with ILP with
maximum explored states equal to 10,001,000.
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Fig. 30: Excerpt of tabular view of trace alignments for the traffic fine management process.
Fig. 29: Excerpt of alignments projected on log for the traffic
fine management process (green = synchronous move, pur-
ple = move on model, grey = silent move on model, yellow
= move on log).
The “Replay a Log on Petri Net for Conformance Anal-
ysis” plugin, while providing a sub-optimal solution, offers
a range of additional diagnostics. For example, one can
visualize all trace alignments in a single tabular view and
apply various filters on top of it (an excerpt is shown in
Figure 30). More interestingly, one can also project the re-
sults of alignment onto the normative Petri net (see Fig. 31).
This diagnostic can be used to show which model tasks are
often skipped (those with a red border), and when tasks
that should not be performed according to the model are
actually performed according to the log (the darker the
color of a path, the more frequent the path is executed in
the log). Further, a colored bar at the bottom of a task box
shows the ratio between the number of times the task is
executed synchronously in the log and in the model (called
synchronous move) and the number of times the task is only
executed in the model (called move on model).
Although the model view pinpoints, to a certain extent,
differences in executions, the exact differences have to be ob-
tained by inspecting the individual misalignments, i.e. those
trace alignments that have at least one move on model or on
Fig. 31: Alignments projected on model for the traffic fine
management process.
log.10 This requires additional analysis. In our example, we
need to examine 205 misalignments out of 231 alignments
when using one-optimal alignment, and 406 misalignments
out of 412 alignments when using all-optimal alignments.
Still, differences related to additional model behavior, such
as that captured by Statement 4 with our method, cannot
be distilled from the misalignments as these only focus on
fitness. For this, the underlying technique of the plugin
“Check Precision based on Align-ETConformance” could be
used, which relies on the prefix automaton built from trace
alignments to identify the escaping edges from which the
additional model behavior starts, as discussed in Section 2.11
In our example, however, the escaping edge being reported
would be the invisible task Tau10, because this is the last
event before the tasks in the interval referred to by State-
ment 4 can be repeated. From this, by looking at the model,
one may infer that there are tasks in the model that can
be repeated after Tau10, which are not observed in the log.
Similarly, Statement 2 refers to two events being concurrent
in the log and causal in the model. This difference cannot be
detected by examining the misalignments, because in trace
alignment diagnostics are provided at the level of individual
traces, while concurrency is a behavioral relation that can
only be observed across traces.
10. Silent moves on model are excluded as they do not capture
observable differences.
11. This plugin only provides statistics on precision such as a preci-
sion metric. However, one could extract the escaping edges from the
code.
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8.2 Quantitative evaluation
In order to test the scalability of our approach to increasing
model and log complexity, we used two collections of pro-
cess models: the IBM Business Integration Technology (BIT)
library, a publicly-available collection of process models in
financial services, telecommunication and other domains,
gathered from IBM’s consultancy practice [30],12, and the
SAP R/3 collection, the reference model used by SAP to
customize their R/3 ERP product, documented in [31].
The BIT collection contains 735 models, while the R/3
collection contains 604 models. We extracted 348, respec-
tively, 494 models from these collections, by removing
models that were not single-entry single-exit (i.e. models
that were not Workflow nets) and that were behaviorally
incorrect (i.e. unsound).
For each model, we generated an event log using the
ProM plugin “Generate Event Log from Petri Net” docu-
mented in [32]. This plugin generates a distinct log trace for
each possible execution sequence in the model.13 The tool
was only able to parse 274 models from the BIT collection,
and 438 models from the R/3 collection, running into out-of-
memory exceptions for the remaining models. As such, our
quantitative evaluation is based on the logs generated from
712 sound Workflow nets. The statistics on these models are
provided in Table 2. The models range from simple ones,
with a minimum of 7 nodes and a small number of XOR
and AND splits, to very large and complex models with up
to 177 nodes and a large number of XOR and AND splits
with many outgoing arcs.
Collection Size #XOR Outdegree #AND Outdegree
splits XOR splits AND
BIT
Min 7 0 2 0 2
Max 177 5 10 33 7
Mean 38.10 0.61 2.42 6.49 2.08
StDev 30.08 1 1.18 5.72 0.42
R/3
Min 7 0 2 0 2
Max 85 4 8 4 5
Mean 27.62 0.59 2.48 0.83 2.29
StDev 17.78 0.82 0.94 0.86 0.61
TABLE 2: Statistics on model complexity.
Next, in order to create random differences between
each log and its corresponding model, we injected noise in
each original log. We achieved this by repeatedly adding
or removing a random event that already existed in the
original log in a random position of a randomly selected
trace, until the number of added and removed events equals
a percentage of the total number of events in the original log.
We applied four noise levels, corresponding to 5%, 10%, 15%
and 20% of the total number of events, thus obtaining four
“noisy” variants for each original log. The noise injection
procedure is inspired by the technique documented in [33].
Before performing this operation, we duplicated each dis-
tinct trace in every original log, so that each distinct exe-
cution sequence in the corresponding model is represented
twice in the log. We did so in order not to increase the total
number of traces in the log when injecting noise.
12. The BIT collection is available at http://apromore.qut.edu.au
13. Parameters used: simulation method: complete generation;
min./max. traces to add for each generated sequence: 1; max. times
marking seen: 2; only include traces that reach end state; only include
traces without remaining tokens.
Table 3 provides statistics on the complexity of the logs
for both collections, divided by noise level. The logs range
from 6 to 1,433 total events, with a maximum of 38 traces
(having 29 distinct traces on average) in the case of the BIT
collection, and from 6 to 9,462 total events, with a maximum
of 840 traces (38 distinct traces on average) for the R/3
collection. In the remainder, with total log size we refer to
the total number of events, which corresponds to the sum of
the lengths of the traces.
Collection No noise 5% noise 10% noise 15% noise 20% noise
BIT
Min 6 6 7 7 7
Max 1,432 1,427 1,433 1,428 1,428
Mean 58 58 58 57 57
StDev 120 120 120 120 120
R/3
Min 6 6 7 7 7
Max 9,408 9,410 9,432 9,449 9,462
Mean 515 514 515 515 515
StDev 1,377 1,377 1,379 1,382 1,384
TABLE 3: Total log size in terms of number of events.
Using these two logsets, we measured the execution
time and counted the number of statements provided by
our method for each model-log pair along all noise levels.
We performed the tests on a computer with a dual core
Intel Core i7-4710HQ 2.5GHz (4 cores), 16GB RAM, running
Windows 8.1 x64 and Java 1.8.0 31 with 14GB of allocated
memory. To eliminate load time from the measures, we
executed each test five times and recorded average times
of three executions, removing the fastest and the slowest
executions.
The execution times against the total log size for each
noise level are plotted in Figures 32 (BIT) and 33 (R/3),
where the measuring points are color-coded depending on
the range of execution times. Summary statistics are shown
in Table 4.
Without noise, the execution time is linear on the log size
(R2 = 0.83 for BIT and 0.95 for R/3), reaching a peak of 72ms
for a log of 1,432 events (BIT) and 107ms for a log of 8,352
events (R/3). The plots show that the discrepancies between
the model and the log, due to the injected noise, result in
higher execution times than the case without noise. This is
due to the complexity of building the PSP. Still, execution
times are always under 10sec for BIT (6.6sec max at 20%
noise on a log of 1,428 events and model of 177 nodes) and
under 2min for R/3 (max 103sec at 20% noise on a log of
8,352 events and model of 68 nodes).
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Fig. 32: Effect of log size and noise on the time performance
of our method (BIT).
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Fig. 33: Effect of log size and noise on the time performance
of our method (R/3).
Collection No noise 5% noise 10% noise 15% noise 20% noise
BIT
Min 3 3 3 3 3
Max 72 224 1,037 2,704 6,625
Mean 7 9 13 20 36
95% 18 21 24 26 30
StDev 6 15 63 163 400
R/3
Min 3 3 3 3 3
Max 107 56,251 63,210 99,724 103,257
Mean 11 522 951 1,426 1,432
95% 38 746 2,258 4,333 4,587
StDev 16 3,783 5,501 8,395 7,948
TABLE 4: Execution time (ms) for each logset using our
method.
Table 5 reports the number of statements produced by
our method for each logset. The noiseless logs all produce
zero statements (as they are an exact representation of the
model and, hence, do not differ from its behavior). In the
extreme case of a log with 20% noise, 104 statements were
required to describe all the differences for the BIT collection
(with a log of 1,428 events and model of 177 nodes – this is
the pair that took 6.6sec to be compared), and 593 statements
for the R/3 collection (with a log of 8,352 events and model
of 68 nodes).
Comparing execution times with number of statements,
we can observe a relatively sharp increase in average execu-
tion time between 0% and 5% noise in the R/3 data set (11ms
vs 522ms). This, however, coincides with a similarly sharp
increase in the amount of produced statements (0 vs 18 on
average and 7,469 in total). The additional statements re-
quired for e.g. the 10% noise level compared to the 5% noise
level is smaller, resulting in a similarly smaller increase in
required execution time.
Collection No noise 5% noise 10% noise 15% noise 20% noise
BIT
Min 0 0 0 0 0
Max 0 42 65 89 104
Mean 0 2 4 5 7
StDev 0 4 7 9 11
Total 0 480 943 1,409 1,776
R/3
Min 0 0 0 0 0
Max 0 370 408 544 593
Mean 0 18 28 37 43
StDev 0 43 62 79 88
Total 0 7,469 11,720 15,532 18,048
TABLE 5: Statements produced for each logset.
Next, we carried out the same tests using trace alignment
with all optimal alignments (using the plugins “Replay a
Log on Petri Net for All Optimal Alignments” to obtain the
individual trace alignments, and “Check Precision based on
Align-ETConformance” to obtain the escaping edges14). The
execution times against log size and noise level are reported
in Figures 34 (BIT) and 35 (R/3), while Table 6 provides
the summary statistics. Similar to our method, performances
grow linearly on the log size in the case of no noise (R2=0.88
for BIT and 0.97 for R/3). Comparatively, trace alignment
is faster than our method, reaching a peak of just 0.5sec for
BIT and 1.9sec for R/3 in the case of 20% noise, compared to
6.6sec, respectively, 103sec, with our method. In particular,
the difference in performance is more evident for larger logs
with many model-log discrepancies, where the complexity
of the PSP is exposed. Conversely, on simpler logs our
method tends to be slightly faster than trace alignment. This
is the case for the model-log pairs with up to 5% noise levels
for the BIT collection, and the model-log pairs with no noise
for the R/3 collection.
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Fig. 34: Effect of log size and noise on the time performance
of all optimal alignments (BIT).
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Fig. 35: Effect of log size and noise on the time performance
of all optimal alignments (R/3).
Tables 7 and 8 report the number of misalignments and
escaping edges. From these we can observe that the number
of diagnostics provided by trace alignment is significantly
higher than that reported by our method, with a total of
6,968 misalignments + escaping edges for the BIT collection
and 153,698 misalignments + escaping edges for the R/3
collection (summing up across all noise levels), compared to
a total of 4,608 statements, respectively, 52,769 statements,
with our method.
14. Parameters used in the latter plugin: ordered representation; all
optimal alignments.
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Trace alignment reports escaping edges also in the case
of logs with no noise (316 for BIT and 2,495 for R/3). This is
due to the fact that these edges are detected whenever there
is repetitive behavior (i.e. infinite behavior) in the model,
since the log records finite behavior. For example, if a loop
in the model is only observed twice in the log, an escaping
edge will be reported on the state enabling the third iteration
of this loop in the model.
Collection No noise 5% noise 10% noise 15% noise 20% noise
BIT
Min 2 2 3 3 3
Max 102 221 317 414 522
Mean 7 10 11 12 13
95% 25 31 36 38 42
StDev 10 18 24 30 37
R/3
Min 2 2 2 2 2
Max 475 919 1,218 1,539 1,910
Mean 29 55 72 86 98
95% 148 290 406 486 553
StDev 70 143 193 239 282
TABLE 6: Execution time (ms) for each logset using all
optimal alignments.
Collection No noise 5% noise 10% noise 15% noise 20% noise
BIT
Min 0 0 1 1 1
Max 0 36 61 69 94
Mean 0 3 4 6 7
StDev 0 4 6 8 10
Total 0 759 1,194 1,567 1,864
R/3
Min 0 0 1 1 1
Max 0 826 1,689 2,554 3,711
Mean 0 35 65 93 121
StDev 0 96 180 267 358
Total 0 14,287 26,285 37,271 48,725
TABLE 7: Misalignments for each logset using all optimal
alignments.
Collection No noise 5% noise 10% noise 15% noise 20% noise
BIT
Min 0 0 0 0 0
Max 8 8 7 7 7
Mean 1 1 1 1 1
StDev 1 1 1 1 1
Total 316 315 317 316 320
R/3
Min 0 0 0 0 0
Max 494 1,246 1,533 1,795 1,821
Mean 6 14 16 16 16
StDev 32 78 92 102 102
Total 2,495 5,748 6,266 6,405 6,216
TABLE 8: Escaping edges for each logset using all optimal
alignments.
9 CONCLUSION
We presented an approach for checking the conformance
between an event log capturing the actual execution of a
business process, and a model capturing its expected or nor-
mative execution. The method relies on a unified representa-
tion of process models and event logs. Specifically, the event
log is folded into an event structure and the process model
is unfolded into another event structure. The two event
structures are then compared via a partially synchronized
product, from which a complete set of behavioral differences
between the model and the log is extracted.
We empirically compared the proposed method to ex-
isting conformance checking methods both in terms of
execution times and size of the difference diagnosis. A
qualitative evaluation based on a real-life event log and a
corresponding process model showed that the presented
approach produces more compact, yet much more under-
standable diagnosis than conformance checking methods
based on trace alignment. The evaluation also showed that
the proposed method exposes behavioral differences that
are difficult or impossible to identify using trace alignment
techniques.
Meanwhile, a quantitative evaluation based on two
real-life collections with over 700 process models in total,
showed that the proposed approach, while being generally
slower than trace alignment, it has reasonable execution
times (within 10 seconds). In extreme cases involving logs
with over 8,000 event occurrences (considering distinct
traces only) and a high number of differences between the
process model and the event log, the execution time is still
below 2 minutes. The quantitative evaluation also showed
that the proposed approach consistently produces more
compact difference diagnosis than trace alignment methods.
A limitation of the proposed method is that it treats
the input log as consisting of sequences of event labels,
thereby ignoring timestamps and event payloads. Possible
directions for future work include designing temporal and
data-aware extensions of the method, along the lines of data-
aware extensions of trace alignment methods [9].
In addition to these possible extensions, there are also
multiple directions to improve the proposed method. First,
the proposed method relies on a concurrency oracle when
transforming sets of traces into sets of partially ordered
runs. In the empirical evaluation, we relied on a relatively
simple concurrency oracle, namely the α+ oracle. This
oracle has the limitation that it sometimes cannot isolate
concurrency in the presence of short loops (involving 1 or
2 events). Accordingly, another direction for future work is
to evaluate the performance of the proposed method with a
range of more sophisticated concurrency oracles. A more
accurate concurrency oracle can lead to a more accurate
transformation from traces to runs, which in turn would
lead to an event structure that better reflects the log.
Another direction for improvement is to design tech-
niques for summarizing the difference diagnosis, for exam-
ple by grouping together related difference statements and
abstracting them via higher-level statements that strike a
tradeoff between accuracy and interpretability. In a similar
vein, another possible improvement is to design techniques
to visually overlay the difference statements on top of the
input process model, in order to help the user to pinpoint
the location and the nature of each difference.
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